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BC Appeals for Rezone in Circle; ABTO to Oppose Request
BY JIM GREEN
Boston College will go before the
Board of Appeals of the Boston
Building Department, on October
15, in an attempt to obtain dormitory licenses for the four apartment buildings it leases at Cleveland

Circle.

A confrontation is looming
between the University and several

citizens' groups from the AllstonBrighton community which could
result in the loss of the Cleveland
Circle apartments and a substantial
increase in the housing shortage at
BC next year.
The buildings, 370 and 374 Chestnut Hill Avenue and 2 and 6
Sutherland Road, are currently
licensed for use as apartments.

The Allston-Brighton Tenants'
Union will be present at the hearing
to oppose the action on the grounds
that Boston College's acquisition of
housing in the community has increased the shortage of low-income
housing there. Furthermore, the union feels that if BC obtains the
license it could house students at
Cleveland Circle for many years to

Boston College has been forced to appeal for a new zoningpermit for its apartments in Cleveland Circle;
Allston-Brighton Tenants Organization plans to oppose this appeal. Photo by Jim Trafldlo.

Newton Not to Be Women's College
BY MARY FRANCIS BUDZIK
The report of the Subcommittee
on Women's Education of the Newton Task Force was unanimously
approved by the Task Force at a
September 24 meeting. According
to Father Robert Braunreuther,
subcommittee chairman, the report
did not recommend the creation of
an all-women'scollege or residential
campus at Newton.
Braunreuther commented, "Our
committee endeavored to discover
the most efficient means of
recreating the atmosphere that
Newton women found so important
an environment where women were
taken seriously by professors and
administrators, were able to pursue
career goals and develop potentials
with the full cooperation of those
within the university. We found this
atmosphere more dependent on the
role-model effects of women in
positions within the university and
equity across the board rather than
the nurturing effects of an all
women's college."
One of the most important
recommendations concerns the
creation of a committee comprised
of representatives from the offices
of Affirmative Action, Women and
Career Options, Counseling, Placement, the Dean of Students, and the
Dean of Faculties, to "meet regularly to assess and coordinate activities
and efforts on behalf of education
for women at Boston College." The
committee, referred to by Father
Braunreuther at one point as a
"watchdog" committee, would
serve to overseethe creation and implementation of all womens'
educational and related programs.
In keeping with what Father
Braunreuther stressed as "the importance of the role model," two of
the recommendations to the Task

.

Force specify that the University
"intensify its search for fully
qualified women for university and
faculty positions," and that,
"schools and departments be
directed to hire outstanding women,
when they find them, .even when
they do not meet theirfirst priorities
in terms of course coverage and
research interest."
Other recommendations concern
increased emphasis on programs
"for, by, and about women."
Included are an endorsement of the
recommendations of the Subcommittee on Continuing Education as
well as the suggestion that "The
Intensive Semester Program
(TISP), if adopted, include among
its clusters a program involving
women's studies." Father
Braunreuther commented, "within
the effects of continuing education

.

programs, intensive semester study
programsabout women, by women,
and the presence of successful
women as role models. .in there
somewhere lies the broad definition
of women's education."
Three of the committee's
recommendations are geared
(continued on page 51

come, when originally the arrangement was to be temporary.

After inspecting the buildings this
informed Boston
College that dormitory licenses
were needed for the buildings
because they were used exclusively
by students.
The original request for the
licenses was denied by the Zoning
Board on July 2, as the buildings did
not conform to dormitory safety
and security regulations.
Boston College has since spent
nearly twenty-five thousand dollars
to upgrade the buildings. Safety
glass has been put into the fire
doors, exit signs have been installed
over the doors, the sprinkler system
has been repaired and the elevators
are being renovated.
Kevin Duffy, Director of Housing
at BC, feels there is no reason to
believe the license will be denied, as
the University has complied with
the requests for improvement made
by the city. He adds, "the license
change is really only a technicality
as it will not affect the usage of the
buildings at all. They will remain
exactly as they are now, apartments
for four to six people."
The importance of the upcoming
decision is that if a dormitory
license cannot be obtained, Boston
College will be unable to renew the
leases on the buildings when they
expire next summer. This will result
in a loss of about 400 housing spots.
In regard to the Tenant Union's
opposition Duffy had this to say,
"We'll be happy to move out of
Cleveland Circle as soon as we've
met our housing needs. We feel we
are doing a service to both students
and the communityby providing the
student with dormitory housing
rather than having them scattered
about. There, we are managing
them and we are responsible for
summer, the city

Firm to 'Clarify' Salary Ranges
BY JOANNE MAAS
Robert H. Hayes & Associates, a
Chicago management and consulting firm, will undertake the task
of clarifying the salary ranges and
classifying the positions of the
professional, mairitenence, administrative and directive statts ol

BC for the next few months.
The purpose of this study is to set
some guidelinesfor theranges of the
salaries of those involved in relation
to the specific jobs and their responsibilities. These guidelines, once established, will, according to Executive Vice President Frank Cam-

News Analysis

Past Mistakes Cause Parking Woes
BY JOHN BRENNAN

The architect of B.C.'s new parking regulations staunchly defended
them last week as making the best
of a bad, situation and asked for the
cooperation of the whole Community in improving the campus environment. He was less able, however, to
supply good reasons for the manner
in which the plan was brought about
and put into operation.
The theme of Jay Daley's
justifications was one B.C. watchers
are familiar with
a new administrator attempting to solve
problems which allowed to go unchecked under predecessors, burst
open on to them. The new person
must then act quickly with
programs which are at best poor
?

them."
Speaking for the opposition, Ed
Beecher, of the Allston-Brighton
Tenants Organization and a recent
BC graduate, told The Heights,
"We are opposing the license
application because Boston College
is attempting to solve its financial
problems at the expense of the
Allston-Brighton community. The
University's failure to provide adequate on-campus housing, coupled
with their tendency to constantly
overenroll students, has forced the
student to compete with long term
residents for housing."
According to Beecher, many lowincome working people and lowincome elderly, who had lived in the
community for years, had been
forced to leave when Boston College
bought ten apartmenf<houses in the
South Street area, leased four
buildings at Cleveland Circle and
three more at Kilsyth Road.
He says,"The housing shortage is
so acute that we have to take a stand
against BC to protect our own people. Our gripe isn't with the Housing
Office as we realize they must find
housing for those who enroll. Our
gripe goes much higher, it is with
the policy makers. They are responsible for
the constant
overenrollment."
Beecher feels that Boston College
has been so irresponsiblein its treatment of the Allston-Brighton community that some form of retribution is in order. "I would like to see
some type of social conscience at
BC. The University should be taking a leadership role in urban affairs. Instead it is working side by
side with the landlords. Ideally, I
would like to see the South Street
property turned into a low-income
housing co-op to be managed by the
tenants themselves rather than turning it over to a large landlord."

substitutes for years of poor planning, and lake the blame for the entire mess.
The parking snafu can partially
be put into that context. There has
been little attempt to plan for or
even forsee the mass of cars which
now strangle the Middle and Lower
Campuses. Two parking committees in the last five years couldn't
help the situation, and as usual, the
fault is that of "Mr. Incompetent"
who should have done this or that in
1960 and didn't. But then that's a
way of life at this University.
According to Daley, his work on
parking began in September of 1973
when, as newly appointed Security
Director, he started the first
statistical study of B.C.'s problems

in the transportation area. Newton
residents were yelling about illegally
parked vehicles, and the increase in
B.C.'s population was bringing an
eveT increasing number of
automobiles to The Heights. Last
year was spent "investigating alternatives" of a short range nature, including a search for rentable land in
a six mile radius which Daley says
"proved unsuccessful".
In December of 1973 the University Academic Senate created its
own Action Committee to review
the situation and make recommendations. Daley was its chairperson
and, since he had most of the facts,
was the one who did most of the
study, which the U.A.S. found too
(continued on page 13)-

panella, be extremely helpful in

"letting people know how they
stand in their job classification and
how their job classification stands in
relation to the university at large."
Boston College has never undertaken a study such as this before,
Campanella said. Although there
have never been any direct complaints from staff members concerning their salaries he said, there
have been questions regarding individual status within the university
and there is presently no way of
determining this. The results of this
study will hopefully supply some
answers to these questions.
It will also assure internal equity
among various positions and, according to Dr. Campanella, it will
provide more distinct career opportunities while helping to appraise
and regard superior performances.
This classification and clarification program is also a part of Affirmative Action as it will "provide
standards for assuring equality for
women and minority employees"
Campanella said.
These projected results, expected
by January 1, will hopefully be accomplished through the use ol
questionairres given to all of thf
(continued on page 131
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Science Fiction Club meeting, 7 pm,
McElroy 114
JewishStudent Alliance presents the
classic film The Point 7 and 9 pm,
Devlin 008.
Open House Social at Murray
Up." Guest: Dr. Francis Renna House, 8-12 pm, sponsored by the
M.D.
Commuter's Committee.
Film Board meeting 11:00 Student Vincent Pace There will be a conActivities Office McElroy 141
celebrated mass in memory of VinPULSE Project Meetings in cent J. Pace, Class of '77 at 11 pm.
It will beheld in St. Joseph's Chapel
PULSE office, McElroy 117
(Gonzaga)
1:00
Monday,
pm
AMEGO
Margaret Fuller Neighborhood Tenant Workshops Rent Control
and Its History
The history of
House Monday, 3:00 pm
So. Boston Learning Center Mon- Rent Control, why and how it came
about, its benefits and limitations.
day, 4:00 pm
BC Athletic Resources Project With Anita Bromberg, head of the
Neighborhood Employment Center
Monday, 5:00 pm
Trinity Settlement House Tues- and a long time fighter for tenants
rights. 141 Harvard Avenue
day, 2:00 pm
Mass. Advocacy Center Monitoring (APAC's basement) at 7:30 pm
Outing Club meeting, Cushing
Project Tuesday, 5:00 pm
Neponset Health Center Communi- faculty lounge, 5:00 pm
Attention all Political Science maty Survey - Tuesday, 5:00 pm
Mass. Research Center Tuesday, jors: there will be an important
meeting in Cushing 331 for all ma5:00 pm
B-l bomber Peace Conversion Pro- jors interested in helping form the
jectwith AFSC Tuesday, 5:00 pm Political Science Student Courses.
Latin American Program Wednes- We need your ideas and suggestions
so please come and help us get it off
day, 1:00pm
Challenge Program Wednesday, the ground.
Women's Center General Meeting:
5:00 pm
StorrowSchool DevelopmentalDay coffee, discussion and projection of
programsand activities for the year.
Care Thursday, 2:00 pm
Behavior Treatment Program - All women invited; 3 pm in the
Women's Center, McElroy 213.
Thursday, 2:00 pm

NEWSBRIEFS
MONDAY SEPTEMBER 30
SOM Student Senate meeting, spm.
Cushing Faculty Lounge
Varsity Soccer vs. Salem State at 7
pm in Alumni Stadium Free
First meeting of Fine Arts Majors
will be in Lyons 403 at 12 o'clock.
All majors and double majors are
invited to come.
TUESDAY OCTOBER 1

OCTOBERFEST The Cultural
Committee's annual event, fun and

-

-

-

-

-

-

frolic on the Green, 11 am to 4 pm.
Cultural Committee and Humanities
Series present Robert Guillemin,
painter in oils, 11 am to 3 pm,
McElroy Foyer.
Wrestling Meeting. All interested
students report to main lobby
Roberts Center 4:30
The Mendel Club is having their
first general meeting in Devlin 008
at 4:30 pm. This is a very important
meeting and all members are urged
to attend. We will be establishing
the goals and policies of the club for
the upcoming year and all constructive suggestions will be welcome.
This club is open to all Biology
Majors, Nurses, pre-Meds, preDents, or anybody interested in the
allied health fields. We will be sign- WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 2
ing up new members at this meeting. UGBC Academic Committee
For more information, call exten- meeting, 3 pm, McGuinn 3rd floor
tion 127 or drop into our office in lounge.
Karate, 4 pm, Resident Student
Higgins6ll.
"An Introduction to Medicine" Lounge
7:30 to 9:00 pm Cheverus Lounge University Food Committee
Topic: "Dermatologists Stand- meeting, 5 pm, McElroy 114

-

-

-

-

-

-

New England

Women's Service
Free Counseling and Appointments

made for pregnancy

?

Birth Control, Gynecologyand Abortion.

Free Pregnancy Tests

,

1033 Beacon St. Brookline, Ma. Call 617-738-1370 or 738-1371.

Announcements

Financial Aid: Any Freshman or
Sophomorewho has not yet done so
is encouraged to pick up an application for the Basic Educational
Grant Program in the Financial Aid
Office, Gasson 217. Students will
have an opportunity to apply for a
McGuinn Aud. Alan Bates stars in grant for the current year any time
this film classic. Through Oct. 6.
during the first semester. It is anKarate, 4 pm, Resident Student ticipated that any independant stuLounge.
dent or any student whose parents'
GraduateStudent Association party, income does not exceed $12-14,000
8:30 pm, Alumni Hall.
a year may be eligible for this
O'Connell Student Union event, 8 assistance.
pm.
The Film Board needs members.
For information please see Eric
Hafen or Sue Rosenstock in Student Activities, McElroy 141.
SATURDAY OCTOBER 5
Varsity soccer vs. Merrimack Anyone interested in joining the
College at 2 pm in Alumni Stadium, winning campaign of Dukakis for

Governor please contact Steve
Free!
O'Connell Student Union event, 8 Kirsh at 254-2911. If you can only
help around election day, that's OK
pm.
just let us know now.
Movie, see Friday listing.
Congressman Robert F. Drinan
elected to Congress because of his
leadership in opposing the war in
SUNDAY OCTOBER 6
Viet Nam the first congressman to
O'Connell Film Freaks Festival, 7 introduce the
resolution to impeach
pm, East of Eden and The Mouse Richard
Nixon
and a national
That Roared.
leader on important issues like your
Scuba Club meeting, 4 pm, Murray right to privacy and civil liberties
Conference Room.
now faces a tough re-election camMovie, see Friday listing.
paign. If you can help, call the NewNortheastern University's Alum- ton Drinan Headquarters at 969ni Auditorium in the ELL Student -9300.
Center located at 360 Huntington
Avenue opposite Northeastern
THURSDAY OCTOBER 3
MBTA, will become the new WZBC IS PRODUCING A
314 Forum presents Associate Dean "home,' for the Ford Hall Forum, PUBLIC ACCESS PROGRAM
John Harrison speaking on the Role the nation's oldest, continuously open to all BC students and acof the can's Office in Career operated free operi public forum tivities, named THE VOICE; the
Counseling, 4:30 to 6 pm. Informal series, according to a joint an- program" will be written by the stuorganizations themselves, and
discussion; refreshments served. All nouncement by Forum President dent
designed as a publicity and inforis
invited. Haley House, 314 Ham- Emanuel M. Gilbert and
mation "window". The show will be
mond Street.
Northeastern Executive Vice- produced
in an informative
Yoga with Steffi Shapiro, 10 President Kenneth G. Ryder. The
sessions, beginning tonight, 7 pm, 66 year old forum was previously documentary format. Also, a
special segment will be produced biCampion Faculty Lounge.
housed one block away in Jordan
monthly focusing upon a specific
Humanities Series presents Frances Hall.
Fitzgerald, speaking on Vietnam: Inaugurating a split Ford Hall theme in our communal lives. All
"Some Scenes from the Future" Forum season for 1974-75 on this members of the BC community are
Sunday at 8:00 pm wilp be Marvin welcome to write and assist in the
McGuinn Aud. 8 pm
Varsity Soccer vs. Babson College Kalb, Diplomatic Correspondant shows production. The first show
at 7:30 pm in Alumni Stadium Free for CBS and winner of the 1974 will be aired on Oct. 14 at 7:00 pm,
Fulton Debating Society sponsors Overseas Press Club Award for the in order to provice a two week back
guest lecture by Deborah Rudman, "best interpretation of foreign af- log. Contact RAY J at WZBC
Republican Candidate for Jon faires", who will discuss "Kissinger xIOO, 2277. Tapings begin this
Rotenberg's seat in the in Perspective". Kalb's biography, week.
Massachusetts State Legislature. "Kissinger", is the September 1974 The strongest and surest method of
fighting a rent increase or of imBook of the Month selection.
3pm. Cushing 001.
proving conditions is through
organizing the buildings involved.
The Allston-Brighton Tenants
Organization (ABTO) is presenting
a series of workshops to help
tenants of the area become aware of
their rights, provide them with information on how to fight an increase, on how to check the building
for fire, building and housing code
violations, and most importantly,
on the necessity of tenants organizing themselves.
On Wednesday, October 2, the
workshop will be Rent Control and
Its History the history of Rent
Control, why and how it came
about, its benefits and limitations.
With Anita Bromberg, head of the
Neighborhood Employment Center
and a long time fighter for tenants
rights.

5835
Open 9 am?9 pm Monday?Friday Saturday 9-5

FRIDAY OCTOBER 4
Jewish Student Alliance will conduct a Sabbath Service at 7:30 in the
McGuinn 3rd floor lounge. There
will be an Oneg-Shabat afterwards.
All are welcome.
Film Board presents King of
Hearts, 7 and 9 pm each evening,

BEACON STREETI
BOSTON
I

CHARBROIL GRILL FOR THE GREATEST
BURGERS IN BOSTON FROM NOON TIL

GIANTFOUR-B Y-SIX-FOOT TV SCREEN
FOR SPORTING EVENTS
TUESDAY NIGHT IS COLLEGE NIGHT.
COME EARLY OR YOU'LL HAVE TO WAIT IN LINE.

-

I

I

The
Women's Center
is open daily for

referrals, coffee, reading,
program idea gathering,

meetings and a pleasant

afternoon.
Stop by McElroy 213

THE HEIGHTS

Rotenberg Discusses Race in 4th
BY CAREN CONNELLY
Independent Congressional Candidate Jon Rotenberg, who is opposing incumbent Congressman
Robert Drinan (D-4th District), said
at a lecture sponsored by the Fulton
Debating Society that if elected his
major concerns would be changes in
economic policy, legislation to the
elderly, and improved mass transit.
If elected, Rotenberg would compose a "strong legislative staff,"
which isn't geared to re-election.
Rotenberg would have a full-time
economist as opposed to Drinan
who has a full-time PR man.
As to the economy, Rotenberg
said, "This is the most important
period of our generation. .we could
be coming into another depression.
We are having an inflation/recession period." He suggested opening
up the money market. He declared
that more mortgage money should
be made available, and the Federal
budget should be cut.
"You can cut a Federal budget
without making a lot of people lose
jobs," he affirmed, citing areas of
fat in government and suggested
checking out cost over-runs. He also
suggested investigating the
middleman'srole in price hikes; and
breaking monopolies coupled with
stronger anti-trust laws.
Rotenberg emphasized the
problems of running against an incumbent, especially a priest. It is
"difficult to run against a
priest. .we live in a world of people

.

.
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that get offended very easily." He Brookline representative.
During his years in the
cited what he referred to as Drinan's
"national constituency," as a factor legislature, Rotenberg put through a
in his wide press coverage. "The rape prevention bill which he claims
man who gets the most press is the is the strongest in the country. Also
man who gets re-elected."
to his credit is a bill aimed at easing
Rotenberg continued along the economic problems. As to his future
same lines by saying,"The basic use in Congress he said, "I think I
problem With the whole electoral know how to get legislation
process is the ability for people to through."

control the media." He complained
that the Globe wouldn't give his
rape bill coverage yet accepted
Drinan's press releases unquestionably because of his
credibility as incumbent.
Rotenberg feels getting elected to
public office is the easiest thing
compared to doing anything once
elected. He referred to his opponent's record, indicating that only
one of Drinan's bills has passed. He
declared that Drinan merely cosponsers bills, which isn't difficult.
He clarified his reasons for running as "a feeling of Kent State,"
the feeling that society must be
changed from within by the young
people.
Rotenberg feels that he is better
qualified than Drinan for the job;
however, he would not run against
someone whom he felt was
qualified.
"I'm running against a record,
not a man,,' Rotenberg declared.
He cited as qualifications for the job
a year as Congressman Tip
O'Neill's legislative aid, and four
years in the state legislature as a

Rotenberg is leaving state government because "where change has to

.

originate is Congress. .the
Massachusetts government is outright broke."
Watergate taught us about how
men in high office use their inSneak Preview: A monument gets a face lift before the .winter sets in. See
cumbency and Rotenbergfeels that
next week's Heights for special story.
Congressmen use their offices to do
However,
said,
however, he is not for abortions challenger to spend 15 percent more
the same thing.
He
"I think you can elect a person who without some legal restrictions.
on his campaign; ahd 4) would
is not bought."
Votes should be determined by debate his opponent anytime.
This election Rotenberg is having
Rotenberg is an advocate of the substance of a person, his
public financing and also feels that record, not what Rotenberg feels is money problems, declaring "We're
television stations should give equal "Campaign bullshit," which he feels basically broke," he hopes to raise
time to all candidates. He singled is aimed at the media.
money somewhere along the line.
Channel Five out as giving good
Rotenberg already has plans for Estimating it costs $2,500,000 to
coverage, but faulted the other his re-election race, if he iselected. defeat an incumbent, he said he is
stations.
He: 1) won't use franking privilege spending "a good deal of my own
Rotenberg voted for the right of for six months before an election; 2) money."
women to have abortions because he won't accept money from special inTwenty-six year-old Rotenberg
feels it "is a personal matter,"
terest groups; 3) will allow his has no plans if he loses the election.

Middle Campus to Get More Lighting
BY JOANNE MAAS
Adequate lighting for middle
campus is finally in its last stages of

deliveryaccording to Fred Pennino, procrastination wasdue to the large
Building and Grounds Director. As number of jobs that Building and
soon as the inventory of lights is Grounds have had to cover, escompleted, Pennino can give some pecially those concerning the
specific dates as to when the lights numerous recent renovations.
will be installed. He says he'll give
The question has been one of
priority. Mr. Daley said that
these dates on Monday, Sept. 30.
and beautifications
The lighting plans in question are renovations
BY PHILIP WRY
tion and possibly preparingthem for
CEC is planning to get involved
around campus have received priorithe
same
ones
approved
the
by
The Council on Exception paying jobs.
in the Citizens Advocacy
University Academic Senate last ty over the safety of the students.
Children (CEC) is presently reCEC is also active on the BC Program(CAP). This program sets
The reasons these renovations and
organizing its BC chapter for what campus. "CEC is involved at BC's up an one to one relationship November. According to Jim beautifications have been so demanMoran, UGBC has called for imr
looks like "one of its most Campus School," which is for hanbetween a CEC volunteer and an exlighting on middle campus ding is because of the lack of
successful years," according to dicapped children. "We are able to ceptional person. CAP gives the mediate
several times over the last year. foresight of administrative officials
faculty adviser Meredith Puis.
give volunteer help to a wide range volunteer the right to speak out for
Over the summer, Mr. Pennino told in the past, according to Daley, as
CEC has been on the BC campus of handicapped children, while givthat exceptional person both legally
they did not provide for the expanfor 10 years but in the past few years ing CEC members who can't get off and personally in all matters which Moran that the lights would be in- sion of the student body and made
stalled
15.
was
one
by
Sept.
This
student interest has been lax. "Due campus the necessary experience," he or she cannot handle. Most immore deadlinefor the lights that was many decisions without looking
to a greater student enthusiasm explained Manny Meyer. CEC portantly this relationship is one of
not met and after each request, the ahead. This has caused the necessity
CEC is becoming a more involved members are planning an auction to friendship.
rebuilding and renovating.reply of "within a couple 0f of much
raise money to buy a van. This van
organization,"explainedPuis.
CEC is especially helpful to BC same
reason for the inaction
Another
weeks" was given, Moran said.
According to Manny Meyer, acwill be used to take children in the students majoring in Special Educaof officials here, according to Daley,
ting CEC president, "CEC deals exCampus School on field trips. There tion. By participating in some 01
Exactly why these lights were is that most of them have neverseen
pressly with the needs of physically are two CEC members who are CEC's various projects the special never installed is not known. Mr. the campus in darkness and don't
and mentally handicapped persons. working to form a Campus School cd. major is able to find out if he or James Daley, Director of Safety know how poor the lighting actually
There is no age limit for the people newspaper.
(continued on page 5)
and Security, said that this is. Daley said he has suggested, on
we help, though we mostly work
several occasions, for administrative
with children. Also, there is no
officials to come to the campus late
racial or religious discrimination.
at night and take a ride around.and
Puis further explains, "CEC is a
view the problem firsthand. These
national organization, composed of
suggestions have apparently been igstudents, educators, and professors,
nored by officials, as they never
concerned with giving protessiunai
came.
then sent out what they called made the decision by saying, "There
and student help to exceptional BY JOHN IMPEMBA
Mr. Daley disagrees with this preThe Boston College Admissions "special reject letters" to women was an acceleratedpace we had to sent situation of priorities. He feels
children. All the chapters in the
state belong to the state federation. Office was forced to meet a "quota" who applied to BC but were not pursue due to the rush of conthe students and their safety and
The state federations composes the of 140 BC students residing at the accepted. The letter states, "The solidation."
security should be a top priority and
As an outgrowth of this special
national organization, which has its Newton campus this year, due to the Committee on Admissions has
that officials aren't fully meeting
headquarters in Ruston, Virginia." University's assumption of Newton reviewed your applicationto Boston admissions policy, there was a great their responsibilitiesby not expressCollege and we have concluded that deal of confusion among these ing
"The BC chapter would like to be College's liabilities and the responactive interest in student affairs.
students during registration time.
involved in the state federation, so sibility for a deficit that Newton it is unlikely that you will be adThe office of Safety and Security,
that we can be recognized as an acmight incur. In order to meet this mitted to next September's entering Although the letters the students according to Daley, requested
tive chapter" states Puis. The state quota, according to John Maguire, freshman class on the Boston received stated "The majority of Building and Grounds to finish infederation has a position open for Dean of Admissions, BC accepted College campus." It went on to say, your classes during the freshman stalling the lighting according to the
"However,Boston College will soon year would be held on the Newton UAS approved plan on Tuesday.
state governor. Two BC students approximately 50 students who
are interested in this position and "met very minimal BC standards", consolidate with Newton College Campus, taught by current This would bring lights to the fronts
their names are being submitted to and who "would have normally and there will be a limited number members of the Newton College ofCarney and McGuinn.
of spaces available on the Newton faculty",, many students attempted
the Massachusetts state headbeen rejected."
Pennino said these plans will be
The 140 BC students residing at campus because of this merger." to take courses at BC through dropquarters.
implemented along with additional
CEC at BC is involved in several Newton must also take all of their These students were also informed' add. Many Newton students lights on the roofs of Carney,
projects for this year. One project courses there. Approxiamately90 of that "after freshman year, your attended BC classes for a week McGuinn and Fulton, thus lighting
will enable students to work with an these students originally applied to curriculum, faculty and housing before they were notified by the the Dustbowl and the Cushingchoices will be the same as all other registrar's office that they could not McGuinn-Fulton-Campion area.
exceptional child at the National Newton before the merger was ando this. One Newton resident exAssociation for retarded citizens in nounced. BC reconsidered their Boston College students."
Further plans include the installaMaguire believes that in making pressed her feelings on this by sayBoston. CEC members are also applications and accepted them on
tion of lights in the resident parking
the condition that if they lived at this special admissions policy, he ing, "I don't think this is right lot between the Sports Complex and
given the opportunityto aidthe handicapped at Boston State Hospital. and took courses at Newton their "chose the best policy possible. The because I am a BC student. I'm paythe Snake 'n Apple.
decision was all mine", he said. ing my money to go to BC (they pay
A third CEC project will send first year, they would join the ChestMembers from UGBC will be
members to Fernald, which is the nut Hill campus next year.
"We tried to treat the situation as BC tuition which is several hundred working on ensuring the implemenstate school for the retarded. FerBC then had an extra 50 spaces humanely as possible. I don't see more then Newton), and its not tation of these plans, Moran stated,
nald is also interested in teaching which had to be filled for financial any other way to simplify it." He coming cheaply. I don't think I and also on plans for further imthese volunteers about their institureasons. The Admissions Office explained one of the reasons lie should be shuffled back and forth." proving the lighting situation.

CEC Organizes to Help Handicapped

BC Was Rushed to Meet Newton
College Residence Quota of 150
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McElroy Student Office Space Reassessed

Bob Kepf and Larry Haag, chairmen of the LIGBC Social
Committee , discuss the events the Committee is planning this year.

BY PAT THORNTON
Several student activities in McElroy had their office space
reassessed this summer. Carole
Wegman, Director of Student Activities, commented on the problem
of space allotment in McElroy by
saying, "Space is a problem at BC,
especially student space. I get a lot
of legitimate requests (for office
space), but what can you do when
you don't have it?"
Because demand for space far exceeds supply, a revaluation of the
allocation policy has become
necessary. In a memodated July 25,
1974, addressed to "all clubs and
organizations in McElroy Com-

Soc. Comm. Lost $6000

BY MARTIN DROZ
The UGBC Social Committee
lost $6,000 on their first concert of
the year, according to Larry Haag,
chairman of the committee. James
Montgomery, Jimmy Cotton, and
Duke and the Drivers performed at
the concert.
Haag explained the financial loss
of the concert by saying "The show
was run as part of freshman orientation programand it turned out, as a
result, a financial loss. If the show
was run with the help of outside
ticket sales, meaning area colleges,
we could have reduced the risk, but
this was not the purpose of the

to explain "In April a policy deci-

sion was made when the Social
Committee budget was approved to
expand its activities to include the
production of many small concerts.
In the coming months the UGBC
Social Committee plans to concentrate their attention upon organizing smaller scale events.

The committee hopes to utilize
facilities such as the Rathskeller and
.O'Connell Student Union for these
events. Co-chairman of UGBC
Social Committee, Larry Haag,
feels that by having concerts at the
Rathskeller and by sponsoring other
small events such as Jazz workshops
along with other small production
show."
ideas, the Social Committeewill be
The Social Committee decided able to appeal to
the majority of the
last spring, according to Jim BC community.
Moran, UGBC president "The
UGBC Social Committee will be Co-chairman Bob Kepf stated
concentrating on a variety of that, "It seems thatwhen the Social
smaller concerts." Moran went on Committee focus is in the direction

of large scale concerts, a large percent of our energies seem to be
caught up in a financial sphere. It's
like a business. We want to refocus
in a direction of smaller events,

where we can spend more of our
time and effort on the event itself,
making it more creative and imaginative."
When asked about the
possibilities of utilizing some of the
Newton College facilities, Haag
replied, "Althoughthey have a 1200
seating capacity auditorium, I do
not feel that it is suitable for any
type of entertainment show because
of its physical layout."
Haag cited the committee's
biggest problem was "getting committee members to work on individual projects and coming up
with ideas and putting them forth."
The Social Committee has a
budget of $26,500 for the current
academic year.
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THE SNAKE AND APPLE
RETURNS AGAIN THIS YEAR WITH:
PIZZA
DELI MEA TS
S ÜBS
GROCER Y ITEMS
Come in to see the "snakes" new look and try
one of our specials of the week!!!!!!!

SPECIAL THIS WEEK ! ! !
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SMALL CORNED BEEF SUB $1.00 p.u ta*
WITH A SMALL COKE
$ 1.00 p.us tax
SMALL PASTRAMI SUB
WITH A SMALL COKE
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The Snake & Apple is Located on Lower Campus next to the Modulars in the old Mod Store
Telephone:969-0100, extension2557

Come in and help decorate
the walls inside the snake.
Put signs posters, etc;
want.
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mons," these activities were in-

Continuing, Wegman said,

formed that "as of September 1974 "Everything changes from year to
the Office of Student Activities will year. A lot of organizationson cam-

initiate a semi-annual review of pus are of the adhoc type; one year
organizations occupying space in they are popular and the next year
McElroy Commons." Wegman ex- they're not." It is a year to year

plained the new process by saying, thing what we are doing with this
"that a space request form filled out space."
by each activity and kept on file is
analyzed according to the Space
Policy Agreement, and a semiannual review is conducted to see
how they (those that have space) are
doing." An organization that "isn't
using its space well" or "has had
hardly anyone there" stands in
danger of losing its space at renewal

time.

Responding to questions concerning who, and what criteria determine space distribution, Wegman
said that she alone is not the
deciding force: "I check out with
various University offices and
UGBC for advice and suggestions."
Commenting on this process of
selection, Wegman said, "I would
like to see the formation of an important advisory board, consisting
of residents and commuters, to help
in the selection process." However,
she made it clear that the board
would have to be "impartial" and,
consequently, "could not be made
up of students involved in activities
already assigned space."
As
determining
for
organizationalworthinessfor space,
Wegman summed it up: "Getting
space depends on performance,
what the organizations do, and their
need for space." She added, "I must
be pragmatic and ask: How many
members does the organization
have? What branch of the community does it reach?"

Wegman mentioned certain activities whose "contribution to the
community makes them, for all
practical purposes, locked in.
PULSE, the Heights, the Student
Transfer Center, and the radio station perform a maximum service to
the University." The Black Student
Forum was included in this "locked
in" category, their "positive contribution" being cited.
UGBC and Gold Key are also
members of the above-mentioned
class, the latter being referred to as
"an institution here at BC; a large
recruiter, and always availablewhen
others need assistance."
As to those organizations that
were denied space in McElroy, or
were merged with other
organizations in the same office,
Wegman made it clear that
"political considerations did not
enter into any choices." Citing the
expanded Women's Center and the
community-wide demand for it over
the last two years, Wegman
revealed that "they were transferred
only because they proved by their
internal reorganization that they
were better able to meet our judgment criteria of performance,
appeal, and need. In fact, " said
Wegman, "they were actually kept
waiting until their reorganization
took place."
Stylus, The University Literary
(continued on page
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Women and Career Options
To date, some of the Boston
College undergraduate women who
have been awarded internships have
worked in areas of probation(Anne
Hendrickson A&S '75 at the
Somerville District Court),
educational administration(Kathryn
Hyer A&S '75 at the Univ. of
Massachusetts, Boston, Provost Office), sports editing (Leslie Visser,
A&S '75 at the Boston Globe),
broadcast journalism (Kathy Balas
A&S '75 at WBZ and Nancy
O'Sullivan A&S '75 at WGBH),
publishing (Barbara Kanski A&S
'75 at Prentice Hall), law (Anna
Clemmons ED. '75 at New England
Merchant's legal department), and
ophthalmology (Claudia Emmert
A&S '75 at the Massachusetts
College of OphthalmologyClinic).
Other recipients of internship
awards, both at Boston College and
other participating universities,
have selected fields including surgery, agriculture, primate studies,
management, engineering, public
health, veterinary medicine, marine
biology, field ecology, population
control, plant genetics, cartooning,
cartography, gynecology, urban
planning, architecture, and state
politics.
All interested undergraduate
women should drop by or call the
Office of Women and Career Options, McElroy 229 (Ext.2650) and
see Marina McCarthy, or call Dr.
James Bowditch (SOMOrganizational Studies Dept. Ext.
886) or Dr. Kay Broschart (Dept. of
Sociology, Ext. 2508), Carnegie
Fellows at Boston College. The
application deadline for the Spring
Internship is Nov. 4.

The Office of Women andCareer
Options is currently beginning its
second year of operation at Boston
College. The project, funded by the
CarnegieCorporation, encompasses
five other area universities in addition to BC (Brandeis; Hampshire;
Univ. off Mass., Amherst and
Boston; and MIT).
The purpose of the program is to
encourage more undergraduate
women to become professionals and
leaders in fields they have not
ever traditionally chosen.(these,
fields are defined as any professions
having, at the time of the last census, less than 40 percent female involvement.) One of the components
of the project is to award
Internships to undergraduate
women, thus allowing students to
apprenticein fields they wish to pursue after completing their education. Each student receives a $750
stipend that, where possible, is
matched by the employer of the
carefully selected intern.
Interns are generally sophomores
or juniors, chosen by a faculty committee on the basis of individual
ability and creativity, and on the
feasibility of their personal
proposal. With the receipt of the
award, students receive on-the-job
experience and acquire specific
skills and competence in the profession for which they hope to train.
Each student is placed in a supervised situation so that the experience might facilitate her entrance into the profession or related
graduate school, and allow, if
necessary, for a modification of
future course selection and an adjustment ofeducational plans.
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Students Assess CMI;
Reactions Unfavorable
BY ANN BARRY
The overall quality of the food by
the new food service, Catering
Management Inc., received bad
marks in a random sampling of opinion obtained by The Heights last
week. Student assessment ranged
from "we're not eating much" to

"damn good."

Most people questioned stood in
the middle ground ofindifference or
tolerance. Almost all found at least
one facet of the new service to
praise. Resident opinion was
generally less favorable than that of
Lyons and Eagle's Nest diners.
Many people expressed sympainy
with the problems involved in
feeding large numbers in an institutional setting.
Resident Mary Ann Roka
thought that "this year is worse than
last." "For example," she said,
"food is never hot." Sarah Arlander
complained of "uncooked food,"
such as cube steaks. Freshman
James Hayes was "not very impressed". The term "synthetic" was
often applied to various dishes.

However, most residents found
CMI, thus far, superior to its

predecessor. A few, like Felicia Santisi thought "It's better than Saga
and it's getting better." Greg Keyes
brings considerable restaurant experience to his judgment, and says
of his daily fare, "It's good; I like
it."
A few innovations of CMI got
favorable feedback. Among them
was breakfast, of which Steve
Kokoska said, "The one good thing
is that they have eggs every morning. The new arrangement of the
salad bar with the additions of
potato and macaroni salads aroused
favorable comment as did the care
taken of tossed variety: "Their salad
is green instead of brown."
Mary Pat O'Donnell saw the
availabilityof more fresh fruit as a
benefit to dieters. And the sandwich
bar was cited as a convenience during busy lunch hours.
Particular criticism was aimed at
the CMI vegetables. Tom Heibach
complained that "No vegetables
bums me out," and that he was tired

of "Brussels sprouts and onions." of the resident replied as Maryalice notes rises in prices over last year,
Also people charged that the Roka did, with a hesitant "Yes, but also that "Saga's prices would
vegetables are seldom served hot. considering the cost of food today. I have gone up too because of inflation."
The same is true of the soup accor- think they're trying."

ding to Cathy Mclsaac.
Service was characterized as
slow. Susan Nuccio concluded
along with many others that "they
need more help."However,
restaurant worker Greg Keyes
noted that "it looks pretty neat back
in the Kitchen, and I did look."
When asked whether they were
receiving their moneys worth, most

Commutersand others who eat in
Lyons Hall and in the Eagles' Nest
had fewer complaints about CMI
and also fewer commendations. To
Denise Cahill, the food in Lyons
"doesn't seem any different from
last year." Graduate student Cathy
Marsden thinks they serve "your
average hamburg, tolerable, but not
stupendous." Variety is lacking, in
Steve Price's opinion, but "the food
itself is good-what they do serve."
The non-residents seem to be
more aware of costs, and mention
Dr. Baer went through the to everyone. It will be offered again them as a problem. Penny Gargalo
Outward Bound experience the in'the spring.
summer of 1972 in Colorado. He
has since published, in conjunction
with Dr. Francis Kelly of the School
of Education, several books concerning the program and its BY PHILIP WRY
Jim Moran stated, "I want an
ramifications on personal developand productive reaction
organized
The Undergraduate Government
ment. Gus Jaccaci was deeply in- is
the opinion that it is time for to the policies of this book to see
of
volved in a similar program called Boston College to examine its that BC's own record-keeping
Search and Rescue.
record-keeping and access policies policies are continuously conOn the weekend of September 21 - on all levels of education. The trolled."
22 twenty-five of the students UGBC agrees with a booklet enIn connection with a policy of inclimbed to the top of Mount titled Student Records in Higher creased
access of students to their
Washington. Studentreaction to the Education, which recommends that
records,
own
Students Records in
climb
was
Washington
Mount
institutions of higher education
positive. Ons student says it gave guard the privacy of student records Higher Education, puts forth that
him "confidence that nothing is too without depriving the students of "students should be given the opto challenge the accuracy
big for you," while another says their right to view information con- portunity
of information contained therein, to
is
becoming
again."
"education
fun
cerning themselves.
petition for removal of specific
In an interview Dr. Baer intimated
According to the booklet, "as
that "experientiallearning" is "sad- every student knows, from elemen- items in the file, and to add written
ly lacking" on the University scene. tary school to post-graduate work, a comments or explanations to the
"The climb gives you insights into wealth of information is collected file."
yourself," that can't be com- concerning his or her background
UGBC agrees with the booklet
municated in class.
it states that "persons within
where
mental,
personal,
academic
and
The field trips are made at the physical. Most of the information is the institution having a legitimate
students' expense but expensive essential to the operation of the in- and demonstrableneed for informaequipment need not be purchased,
stitution and, of necessity, the tion concerning students as a result
nor does the student need any par- privacy of the individual must to of their duties in the institution
ticular experience.
some extent be infringed upon." Jim
The response to the course has Moran, president of UGBC said,
have,
unbeen overwhelming. "We
"It is a serious enough situation
officially, 200 people taking the which effects all
us
here."
(continued from page 3)
course," says Baer.
Student Records in Higher
This is a core course and is open Education sets forth a systematic, she really likes this type of work.
comprehensive, enforceable and "CEC can give a student the
training which he just
publicy stated set of policies regar- professional
can't
get
in
the classroom," states
ding student records. These policies
institutions of special
Meyer.
Many
put down a philosophy of greater
and give
recognize
education
openness in relationships between
to applicants who have
the institution and its students and, preference
at the same time, recognizes the been active in CEC.
CEC is also trying to raise money
of privacy.
protection
progress report on its implemensend some of its members to the
to
end,
To this
UGBC has called
tation."
National
Convention in Los
upon the UAS to constitute at the
Angeles.
Conventions
are held once
date,
an Action
Research conducted by the com- earliest possible
major topics are
a
and
the
year
mittee before formulation of their Committee. Jim Moran stated that
reports on new research pertaining
report included meetings with New- "the Committee will be charged
to aiding the exceptional person. Inton College alumnae and with BC with investigating the overallresults
formation
is also given concerning
of
their
University
evaluation to the
women, "who had been thinking
new
across the country
job
openings
about and trying to meet the needs Community." Part of the job of the which require peoplewilling to work
Committee
is
also
to
come
forward
ofwomen on the Chestnut Hill camwith exceptional persons.
pus." Linda Cox, assistant director and apply this booklet to BC.
At the second CEC meeting last
said,
Moran
also
"We
feel
that
the
BC,
also conducted
ofadmissions at
Monday night primary voting for
a study of the relationship between issue of privacy and confidentiality officers was one of the major acDouglass College, an all-women's of BC student records is an issue tivities. The focus of the nominee's
school of 3500, and Rutgers Univer- germain to the UAS, the proper speeches concerned what the cansity, a coed school of 7000 which ex- body to investigate this issue and to didate could do for CEC especially
ercises administrative control over use the publication's recommen- to make it more active than in past
dations as resource."
Douglass.

New Psych Course Explores Consciousness
BY MICHAEL MCGLYNN
A new core psychology course is
being offered this fall and spring
called "Future of Consciousness."
It is beingrun by Dr. Daniel J. Baer,
Psychology, Gus Jaccaci, Film
Studies and Reverend Joseph
Appleyard, English. According to
Dr. Baer the course will attempt to
provide "individual development
through group development."
The course explores hypnosis,
biofeedback, meditative techniques,
creativity and ESP (on Halloween
night an attempt will be made to
contact BC graduates working with
the Peace Corps in Tunisia through
ESP.) The course relies on lectures,
readings, and films to supplement
the experience. Gus Jaccaci offers a
film course to anyone in the class to
add an extra dimension to the core
psychology course.
Dr. Baer, who handles a good
deal of the lecturing in the fall,
hopes to get guest lecturers in and
out of the University to speak to the
class. "We have people in almost
every department of the University
helping us," says Jaccaci.
One phase of the course offers the
student the same sort of experience
the Outward Bound program has
been running for years, novices
pushing themselves to their physical
limitations against natural forces.

Task Force Decides Against
Women's College at Newton
(continued from page I)

towards raising consciousness about
women's education on a campuswide basis. These include a
recommendation to support services
that increase efforts to interest and
place women and men in fields
formerly dedicated to a-single sex,
as well as a suggestion that the Affirmative Action Council ". .conduct an open forum on education
and opportunities for women at
Boston College." Finally, administrative officers are urged, "to
review the recommendations of
COROW ("Report to the President
on the role of Women at Boston
College," 1972) in their respective

.

Certain new products received approval. Commuter Mary Gregorio
praised the new variety of beverages
in the Eagle's Nest. She also finds
the subs prepared "100 percent
better," Martha dc Bethune "liked
the condiment bar much better than
the packages."
Suggestions for better service included a salad bar for Lyons and the
Eagles' Nest, and a greater variety
of salad dressing in the residents'
Dining Hall. Also desired, for the
sake of saving time, was a separation of beverage lines from food
lines in Lyons.

Access Policy to Records Examined
should be permitted access only to
those records directly related to
their duties and functions.
Whenever possible, the information
needed by such persons should be
provided by the officials responsible
for records, without permitting
direct access to the records
themselves."
UGBC president said, "We also
hope that regardless ofany UAS ac-

tion, individual department heads

and administrators will seriously
read Student Records in Higher
Education, and carefully examine
the record-keeping policies of their
departments or school in the light of
its recommendations.,' It is hoped
that with these guidelines students,
faculty, and administrators can
work together to determine their
own needs, and develop policies
which will ensure optimum privacy
and quality education.

CEC Adjusts Program
years. A great many upperclassmen
attended the meetingthough CEC is
looking for interested freshmen.
Meetings and social functions are
held regularly to inform members
on current CEC issues. Members
are also given the chance to exchange ideas among themselves and
the faculty.

Heights
Needs

Reporters
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THE CONSTITUTION
OF THE HEIGHTS
1. PREAMBLE

The Heights is the student newspaper for the Boston
College community established in 1919 and incorporated in
1970, published weekly by the Board of Directors of The
Heights, Inc. The Heights, Inc. is a non-profit corporation
established under the laws of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts for the sole purpose of publishing the
newspaper. They are responsible for the legal and fiscal
management of both the student newspaper and the
composition shop.
Any student of Boston College is eligible to become a
staff member of The Heights. Only undergraduates may be
eligible for editorial positions-this may be waived in special
circumstances by the existing editorial board.
The Heights shall serve a dual purpose:
1) The newspaper shall serve as in-training education for
all aspects of journalism.
2) The newspaper shall strive to be the best possible
vehicle of communications for the Boston College
community- while maintaining the standards ofprofessional
journalism. This shall include the presentation of:
a) the widest range possible of objective and accurate
news coverage of all matters pertinent to the community's

university's concern;

d) an editorial section covering all pertinent community
issues and events. This section should provide a free and
open forum for the discussion of these issues, including
editorials, commentaries, analyses, and investigative reports,
solicited from a broad representation of the university
community.
The Heights ascribes to and shall abide by the Code of
Ethics of the United States Student Press Association. Any
violation of this code by either staff member or editor shall
warrant immediate action by the Editorial Board of the
newspaper. If the Board supports the accusation of code
violation, this shall warrant immediate suspension of the
staff member or editor in question. In the event of any
community complaint of code violation, the Board shall
pursue every possible internal avenue of coming to a just
and reasonable decision on the case. The Board shall fully
copperate with the Editorial Review Committee of the
Board of Directors of The Heights, Inc., which shall serve as
the final appeal in matters of code violations. The Editorial
Review Committee shall be the final authority in these
matters although every attempt should be made to solve the
question within the organization of the newspaper.

for the content of the newspaper. They shall act as the final
pre-publication review authority. All votes by the Board
overrule the decision of each editor and these votes are
final.
B. Elections:
All members of the undergraduate student body are
eligible for election to any position on the board.
Elections shall occur no later than the publication of the
second-to-last issue before the Christmas vacation.
Announcement of an upcoming election must be published
at least three weeks prior to the election itself. Such notice
must appear prominently within the newspaper.
Any staff member who has workedfor a majority of the
issues of the preceeding semester, as determined by his
editoi, »hah be eligible to vote in the editorial elections,

including seniors.
The procedures of the elections shall be subject to
approval by the out-going editorial board. Results shall be
passed upon and announced no later than one week
following the publishing of the last issue of the fall
semester.

In the event of a news, features, copy, layout, sports or
photography editor's cessation of duty, during the course
of an editorial term, his post shall be filled in the following
manner: the resigning editor shall define his staff (if not
interest;
EDITORIAL
11. THE
BOARD
the Editor shall), and if the staff in question
possible,
b) feature articles which shall follow all appropriate
Functions:
A.
or approve, by
canons of good taste and journalistic quality;
The Editorial Board is the sole policy-making authority numbers five or more, they shall reject
a
new
the Editorial
by
vote,
the
selection
of
editor
majority
c) full coverage of all athletic events of note within the of the newspaper. The Editorial Board shall be responsible
Board. Ample notice and time must be given for the
solicitation by the Board of self-nominations for the
position in question. The Editorial Board shall elect a new
editor from these nominations by a vote of a two thirds
majority. The staff in question shall thereafter reject or
approve the newly elected editor. A staff rejection shall
warrant a new election. If the staff numbers less than five,
then the Editorial Board's selection is final.
If any one of the at-large elected members of the
Editorial Board (Editor, Managing Editor, or Associate
Editors) cease their duties, then a new election under the
Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts02167
routine procedures is necessary.
In extreme circumstances (such as a serious or constant
Editorial Board of The Heights
Board of Directors of The Heights, Inc.
or flagrant violation of the Code of Ethics or the
Constitution) and only in extreme circumstances, an editor
John McDonough, Editor
John Golenski, President
may be impeached by the Editorial Board by a two thirds
Maureen Dezell,Managing Editor
David Juechter, Treasurer
vote of its members. In the event of impeachment, a new
Joan Quinlan, /Vpw.v Editor
Maureen Dezell, Secretary
election shall follow the aforementioned procedures.
Steve Fischer, Associate Editor
John Brennan
C. Meetings:
William Spallina, Associate Editor
Robert Cheney, S.J.
The Editorial Board shall meet at least once a week
Mary Klingler, Associate Editor
during its publication schedule to decide policy for the
Maria Ferullo
AdrianTaylor. /Lwonate Editor
newspaper. These meetings shall be run as regular business
Terrence Gaffney
meetings and minutes shall be kept by the Associate Editor.
Begans,
Peter
Features Editor
Stephen Krug
In drawing up the agendas, the Editor and Managing Editor
Michael Meehan, Sports Editor
John McDonough
shall have to include any issues brought up by the other
Richard Silver, Photography Editor
Arnold Reisman
members of the Board.
Patrick Triano, Copy Editor
D. Officers:
Kathryn Argelan, Layout Editor
The Editorial Board shall consist of at least 10 voting
positions which shall include: the Editor, the Managing
Editor, Associate Editor(s), News Editor, Copy Editor,
Layout Editor, Sports Editor, Photography Editor, and
The Heights is the independent student newspaper serving the Boston College Community. Founded in 1919,and incorFeatures Editor.
porated in 1970, The Heights is published weekly during the academic year by the Board of directors of the Heights, Inc. The
Heights, Inc. is a private, non-profit corporation established under the laws of the Commonwealth of Massachu'setss All
The Editorial Board may choose to provide for the
contents copyright, 1974, The Heights.
election of anywhere from two to four Associate Editors.
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its constitution. Last revised in September, 1972, the constitu-

of revision in order to make it more
present financial and organizational

tion is presently in need

applicable within the
structure of The Heights, Inc. We are printing the constitution
in this issue so that members of the Boston College Communi-

ty can read it and make suggestions on how to change it. Any
comments or thoughts can

be referred to any member

of the

editorial board in McElroy 113.
The Editorial Board.
The at-large elected members of the Editorial Board
including the Editor, Managing Editor, and Associate
Editors, shall form exclusively the Executive Council of the
Editorial Board. The Executive Council shall decide any
and all non-policy matters of the newspaper that may arise.
Their decisions if affecting the general policy of the
newspaper may be overruled by the Editorial Board.
E. Positions:
Editor: The Editor shall be chosen in an at-large election
of staff members determined by elections procedures. He
shall be a voting member of both the Editorial Board and
its Executive Council. He shall also serve as chairman for
the meeting of both bodies. He shall prepare agenda for the
regular meetings. As with other members of the Editorial
Board, the Editor shall have one vote in the Editorial
Board's decisions.
The Editor, along with the Managing Editor, is
responsible for the regular publication of the newspaper.
The day-to-day decisions upon which the normal
functionings of the newspaper depend are made by the
Editor. In matters of policy, however, the Editorial Board
must decide. When necessary, the Editor may call upon the
Executive Council for decisions and council in non-policy
matters.

The Editor shall have the power to edit any article as he
sees fit. Such a veto power should only be used when an
Executive Council or Editorial Board decision is not
possible (due to limitations of time, etc.) and only in
extreme or extraordinary circumstances. This editingpower
or veto may only be rescinded by a two-thirds vote of the
Board.
The Editor shall act as spokesman for the newspaper in
its dealings with the outside community. He shall also be
directly responsible for the weekly composition of the
editorial section of the newspaper (as any other editor is to
his individual section, i.e. assignments, editing,
organization, etc.) along with the Associate Editors'
assistance.

Managing Editor: The Managing Editor is chosen in the
same manner as the Editor. He is a voting member of both
the Editorial Board and its Executive Council.
The Managing Editor, along with the Editor, is
responsible for the publication of the newspaper. The
Managing Editor is further responsible for the collection of
copy, laying out and the general pre-composition
requirements of the paper. He shall also insure the correct
printing of the paper by regular visits to the compositing
plant and printing plant. "
The Managing Editor is responsible, along with the
Editor, for agenda at regular Board meetings. In general, the
Managing Editor is faced with the organization and
execution of the writing and production and printing of the
newspaper. He is the technical ringmaster of the newspaper.
Associate Editor(s): The Associate Editors shall be
chosen in the same manner as the Editor. They are
responsible, along with the Editor, for the Editorial section
of the newspaper which includes the shared writing of

editorials, analyses, commentaries,and investigativereports.
They shall be the "special correspondents" of the
newspaper. They shall be responsible for the production of
at least two investigative reports per semester, one of which
must be prepared and published before the middle of the
semester. Failure to produce these reports shall warrant
suspension or expulsion from the Editorial Board. This
requirement may be altered or waived only by the Editorial
Board and only under extraordinary circumstances. They
may maintain their own staff for the execution of these
reports (and other projects) as they see fit.
The Associate Editors shall each have one vote on both
the Editorial Board and its Executive Council.

News Editor: The News Editor shall be chosen in an
election by the news staff as determined by the elections
procedures. The News Editor shall be responsible for the
collection of news from the campus and from sources
related to the university. He shall then see that this news is
translated into readable, concise, objective, and accurate
articles. He shall submit the articles to the Copy Editor for
proofreading and copy marking. He shall determine the
relative positioning of the article in the paper (or his own
section) and convey this information to the layout Editor.
He shall maintain an adequate staff and provide them with
appropriate training in the professional reporting of news.
Sports Editor: The Sports Editor shall be chosen by the
members of the sports staff as determined by the elections
procedures. He shall follow the same copy and layout
procedure as the News Editor. He shall maintain a staff
knowledgeable of athletics and shall provide training for the
reporting of sporting events.
Features Editor: The Features Editor shall be chosen by
the features staff, as determined by the elections
procedures. He shall provide for the publication, on a
regular basis, of copy of literary and artistic interest to the
university community. He shall follow the same copy
procedure as the News Editor.
Photography Editor: The Photo Editor shall be chosen
by members of the photo staff, as determined by the
elections procedures.
He shall maintain an adequate plant for taking and
developing photographs necessary to the paper. He shall
provide a place where new photographers can be initiated
into the skills necessary for membership on the staff.
Copy Editor: The Copy Editor shall be chosen by the
copy staff as determined by the elections procedures.
The Copy Editor shall be responsible for reading all copy
from the news, editorial, sports, and features staffs. If an
article is found to be necessary but poorly written, the
Copy Editor or his staff will rewrite the article in
acceptable fashion. The Copy Editor shall maintain a staff
who can rewrite stories and who are aware of the standards
of the newspaper.
Layout Editor: The Layout Editor shall be chosen by the
layout staff as determined by the election procedures.
The Layout Editor shall be responsible for the weekly

graphic design of the newspaper. He, and the staff that he
shall maintain, will receive each week all the copy and page
assignments for the total paper. He shall layout each article
on its appropriate page in a consistent, imaginative and
attractive design scheme.

111. MANAGEMENT STAFF OF THE
EDITORIAL BOARD
A. Positions:
Business Manager: The Business Manager shall be chosen
either by a 2/3 vote of the Editorial Board or may be
appointed by the Board of Directors of The Heights, Inc.
He shall not have voting power on the Editorial Board.
He shall be responsible for maintaining an accurate and
up-to-date record of the financial situation of the
newspaper. He shall provide the Editorial Board with
whatever help they request in projecting expenses and
revenues so they may plan the financing of the paper.
Advertising Manager: The Advertising Manager shall be
chosen in the same manner as the Business Manager. He
shall have a vote on the Editorial Board, but only on
matters pertaining to the technical decisions of newspaper
policy.
He shall be responsible for obtaining all advertising for
the paper, and all layout, design, billing and collection
connected with it. He shall receive a commission on the
advertising at a rate set with the Board's approval.
He shall maintain an adequate staff which would actively
solicit ads from local and national sources.
B. Functions:
The budget shall be prepared yearly as a plan for the
paper's operation and expansion for the coming fiscal year.
The Business Manager, working with the Managing
Editor, the Advertising Manager, the Board of Directors and
its Production Manager, shall estimate the resources
available to the paper for the coming year.
The Business Manager shall work with the Editor and
Managing Editor and all other editors in planning the
operating expenses of the paper for the following year.
Plans should also be made to include a comprehensive and
well-thought out plan for expansion of the paper to insure
steady growth of operation.
The Business Manager shall also work with the
aforementioned people to balance the two accounts of the
paper's position and formulate a complete budget for the
coming year.

During the fiscal year, the Editorial Board has the power
before authorizing distribution of funds.

to reconsider plans

IV. AMENDMENTS
Amendments may only be made through a minimum of
9 Editorial votes and approval of the Board of Directors.
By-Laws may be added only as a clarification of the
Constitution through a 2/3 Editorial Board vote.
The preceding revised Constitution was approved by the
Editorial Board of The Heights on September 20,1972.
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The Erogenous Zone and Other Sorrows

BY ADRIAN TAYLOR

My first adventure into Boston's
'Combat Zone' was late in the fall of
1973, soon after my arrival in the city. I
was accompanied by an entourage of
rowdy Irish Catholics from Manhattan
who had made the trip from the Big Apple with the expressed purpose of
witnessing the initial home basketball
contest at BC. Wisely, they opted for a
tour through the zone.
As we moved rather briskly down
Washington St.from Stuart, we noticed
a solitary figure standing under the
gaudy marquee of the Pilgrim Burleske
Theater. The evening's attraction was an
amature striptease contest billed below
the star attraction, the "Latin American
Bombshell, Zsa Zsa Cortez." The
gentleman under the marquee puffed nervously on a cigarette and informed us
that the 9 pm show had just begun. Two
minutes and three dollars apiece later we
were seated in the second and third rows
along the runway, eyeing the first of the
professional performers, "the lovely
Vikki."
In the corner a strung-out duo(an
organist and drummer) pounded out
barely recognizable top-40 soul sounds as
one girl after another sashayed past in
various states of undress. To break-up
the pace after the first handful of
stripper* had bored themselves and the
audience through their routines, a
Skelton-esque comic and his double knit
straight man died before our very eyes as
they desparately flung for laughs
between ill-timed rim shots.
Finally, the backstage announcer (who

Debbie Beckerman

sounded suspiciously like the straight
man) introduced the four contestants in
the Amateur strip contest clad in housewife bowling league hotpants, skin-tight
tops and the traditional high-heeled
slippers worn by all strippers. Upon inspection it was soon realized that these
so-called "amatures" were actually the
very same girls who had previously
graced the runway as professionals and
under different names. The only
noticable difference in appearance was a
possible addition of a wig. This drove
many patrons out of the theater, miffed
after having been taken for a few bucks
by the sly Pilgrim management. Just one
of the four girls had not appeared before.
A heavily proportioned lass, she was the
last to shed her clothes to reveal a charming tatoo of a rosebud on her rather
ample posterior. This drew immediate
laughter from our quarter. An attractive
black stripper, one of the pros, took the
honors this night by an audience vote.
The democratic process lives!!!
Finally, the backstage announcer (who
sounded suspiciously like the straight
man) introduced the four contestants in
the Amateur strip contest clad in housewife bowling league hotpants, skin-tight
tops and the traditional high-heeled
slippers worn by all strippers. Upon inspection it was soon realized that these
so-called "amatures" were actually the
very same girls who had previously
graced the runway as professionals and
under different names. The only
noticeable difference in appearance was a
possible addition of a wig. This drove
many patrons out of the theater, miffed

zipping through the streets of the Combat Zone.

after having been taken for a few bucks
by the sly Pilgrim management. Just one
of the four girls had not appeared before.
A heavily proportioned lass, she was the
last to shed her clothes to reveal a charming tatoo of a rosebud on her rather
ample posterior. This drew immediate
laughter from our quarter. An attractive
black stripper, one of the pros, took the
honors this night by an audience vote.
The democratic process lives!!!
Next was the appearance of the
evening's premier attraction, "direct
from an engagement at the Silver Slipper
in Las Vegas, Miss Zsa Zsa Cortez."
After rushing through a repetoire of
poses on a discolored leopard-skin
couch, Zsa Zsa strategically applied
some type of powder to her person. With
the self-assurance and unconvincing
enthusiasm of a real veteran, she moved
down the runway. "I luh you. .1 luh
you" she blurted above the droan of the
accoustically deficient organ amplifier.
As Zsa Zsa prepared to depart from
the stage, she reached behind the curtain
and was handed a few copies of her
autographed publicity shots replete with
a lipstick smudge near the top of the
photo and the inscription of the
photographer, the widely acclaimed
Gene Laverne of Buffalo, N.Y., at the
bottom. I was able to get my hands on a
copy and it remains a cherished possession to this day.
Zsa Zsa returned to center stage and
the old tattered curtain closed to
scattered applause. The show was over
and the laughs were well worth the three
bucks at the door. We would probably
return to the Pilgrim or one of the other
establishments such as the "Two
O'Clock Club", the "Intermission
Lounge" or any of the other joints. So
would thousands of other college
students, businessmen, blue collar types
and even a few women.
What the owners of establishments in
the Zone began to worry about a few
years ago is why those who had yet to
patronize their businesses had not done
so.
It took a woman, twenty-five year old
public relations consultant Debbie
Beckerman, to start searching for a few
answers and some necessary solutions.
Beckerman was lured away from her job
as Director of Public Relations for the
Kennedy Hospital for Children in
Brighton by the owners of the "TwoO'Clock Club"and the club "Capri" in
the Combat Zone. They wanted her to
create a more favorable image for the entire neighborhood as well as come up
with an advertising campaign for the two
establishments. She had been doing some
PR work on a moonlighting basis before
she left Kennedy Hospital for a full-time
job last October promoting the Zone.
She expressed interest in the job,
believing that the Zone had been tainted
by often undue negative publicity. "I
freaked out when I found that
Washington St. was a really kind offunny street to walk on. It was a side of life I
had never seen. I went to a show and expected to see 80 year old women with
saggy boobs and veiny thighs, bumping
and grinding away. Instead I saw young,

Beckerman is blunt in explaining the
relationship between businessmen in the
combat zone and police. "It's very
touchy. Where they (police) find blatant
violations of the law, they prosecute.
Where they don't find blatant violations,
they leave well enough alone. .1 don't
say the club owners have a great respect
for the police department, but they understand that the cops have a job to do
and they're not out to do anything to
anger them."
Gaining the acceptance and hopefully,
the respect of the "city fathers" has been.
a constant goal of those furthering the
cause of the new image for the zone while
not "dealing with the bureaucracy on
their (politician's) level. I'm not going to
prostitute myself for them. If a politician
lies about something, I'm going to call
him on it."
"Dapper O'Neill, for instance, constantly appears at public hearings talking
about these 'purveyors of smut. Well,
damnit, if the last time I saw him in person he wasn't collecting campaign contributions in the Two O'Clock Club and
hugging a great big siliconed-boobed
stripper." When word that Beckerman
was aware of this incident reached
O'Neill, the Boston city councilman
voiced no disapproval of the proposed
zoning of the Combat Zone as an "Adult
Entertainment Zone" by the city zoning
board.
The hearings on this matter are over
and everyone is looking toward a
favorable vote by seven members of the
city zoning board. This vote could come
as early as the first few weeks in October
and would make the proposal law. In
effect, the zoning law would keep adult
book stores, strip joints and clubs in the

.

.

mostly very pretty women with nice
bodies and exquisite costumes having a
pretty good time, dancing to okay music.
I found the place packed and it was very
entertaining."
The businessmen in the Zone deal in
commercialized sex "and people are
afraid of it", she suggests. So armed with
a unique cause and a respectable
theatrical education at Julliard and
Boston Conservatory, Debbie Beckerman struck out to rid the area of its bad
image and to "inform people as to the
facts about what really goes on in the
Combat Zone."
Beckerman's first stumbling block was
her credibility, or lack thereof. "There
were rumors going around that I was just
a very intelligent stripper who got fat,
but could talk. The police had a rumor
going around that I was the daughter of a
famous mafioso and they had sent me to

.

the best schools in Europe, educated me
and that I knew all the inside information and I was in Boston to combat the
police. When they found out I was just a
poor little converted Jew who was the PR
Director at Kennedy Hospital. .it killed
'em."
It was decided very early that one way
to clean-up the image was to start by
cleaning up the buildings and streets.
Much of the expense will fall on the
shoulders of the businessmen. Old signs
and marquees will be removed, the
buildings will be chemically cleaned and
lighting will be installed to accent the
architectural highlights of the buildings.
Robert Kenny, Director of the Boston
Redevelopment Authority, announced a
plan by the city on June 6 to help in the
upgrading of the area which will include
a new park on the site of the famed
"Liberty Tree" at the corner of

Washington and Boylston streets, where
work has already begun.
"Right now we're passing-offhand-tohand," Beckerman says. "If the city sees
the efforts being made by the property
owners and businesses in the Combat
Zone, if the city sees that they're investing their own money and that they're
working hard to change the image, there
is going to be more progress on the part
of the city. It's kind of a cat and mouse
game, but I don't care 'cause it's
working."
The problem of prostitution in the
Combat Zone, especially along La
Grange St., is a source of consternation
to those businessmen seeking to clean-up
the Zone. One hassle, says Beckerman, is
that La Grange St. is so short and the
traffic light so long that it "gives a
hooker plenty of time to negotiate her
little price, find out if she has a 'John'
and get in his car and take-off. There
isn't a city in the country that would
tolerate the likes of La Grange St. It's a
toilet, an unflushed toilet."
"If they (the police) get the hookers off
La Grange St.it would make it more
comfortable for people to be there. They
won't feel guilty about being there."
Beckerman is not personally in favor of
busting all the hookers. She suggests an
alternative that is still considered rather
radical by most Americans: making
prostitution legal.
The broader topic of street crime in
general also makes people wary about
entering the Combat Zone. "People
come out with these sweeping
generalizations saying that crime is rampant in the Combat Zone. The Combat
Zone inevitably comes out with the
lowest monthly (reported) crime rate.
There was one rape in the Combat Zone
in 1973 compared to 15 on Beacon Hill
and 37 in Kenmore Square."

"A Latin from Manhattan"

present
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Combat Zone area and would

prevent similar establishments from

springing up in other parts of Boston. If
businesses outside the Adult Entertainment Zone close down for more than six
months, they will not be permitted to
reopen.
With the proposal for a zoned adult
entertainment district slated for a vote in
the near future and with work on Liberty
Tree Park and other renovations in the
Combat Zone, already underway, Debbie Beckerman sees the day when her job
will have run its course. She says there is
"a built-in obsolescence to the job,
probably in another year." But she's not
worrying about the future. She has
already written two books, one to be
published soon and the other "(a novel)
that still needs a publisher. The massive
publicity her efforts are receiving are
opening up other business possibilities as
well. Other cities (namely Philadelphia)
have sought her help in dealing with their
pornography and adult entertainment
areas. She has also obtained other public
relations accounts which make her
professional and financial future very
bright.
When she first took her job, Beckerman was forced to make believers out of
people by convincing them that cleaning
up the Combat Zone and strengthening
the public image was, indeed, possible.
She is more than a symbol of what people are trying to do in that section of
downtown Boston.
Along with a corps of urban planners,
she may have proven herself at least partly responsible for rejuvenating the Combat Zone and most importantly to city
residents responsible for keeping it in its
place.
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BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

1974-1975

Ozawa began his inaugural
season as Conductor and Music
Director of the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra in December
of 1970. While there, his Orchestra
BY MARK BLY
would be "acoustically perfect". He was recorded by several major
Last week, the Boston Symphony proved to be correct. The Hall was recording companies.
Orchestra opened its 94th season. once described by a New York Post
In the 1972-73 season, Ozawa was
Since its inception in 1881, the reporter as being the "Stradivarius
made Music Advisor to the Boston
Symphony has undergone many of Symphony Halls".
changes, but some aspects of it have As for the rest of the Hall, the in- Symphony Orchestra, and this fall he
not changed, most notably the in- terior is decorated in Baroque became hhe Orchestra's Music Directerior of the Symphony Hall. In styling with an emphasis on the tor. During his second season with the
1893, the need for a new concert classical tradition. The proscenium company, Ozawa will conduct nine of
Hall appeared when the City Coun- stage is framed in an ornate gold- the Orchestra's subscription weeks,
cil decided to construct a street on colored trim. The railing in front of and Colin Davis, Principal Guest
the site of the old Hall. On the even- the first balcony is heavily inlaid Conductor, will conduct a totaloffour
ing of October 15th, 1900, the new with cherubic figures. High above weeks. Highlights of the season inSymphony Hall opened. Then, as the second balcony are various mar- clude Ozawa's conducting Messiaen's
today, the most striking feature of ble representations of (3reek gods. "Turangalila-Symphonie", Mahler's
the Hall was its remarkable interior. The tone of the classical-baroque Symphony N0.2, Resurrection", and
The acoustics were originally architecture provides a suitable the first Boston Symphony perfordesigned by Wallace Clement background for the Symphony's mance of the Ravel Opera "L'enfant
Sabine, a professor of physics at orchestrations.
et les sortileges". In addition, Mr.
Harvard. Sabine at the time Perhaps one change that has been Davis will be conducting Mahler's
"guaranteed', that the new Hall a welcome addition to the work "Das Lied yon der Erde" with
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Symphony has been the arrival of soloists Janet Baker and Richard
the world famous conductor, Sei-ji Cassily.
Ozawa. Ozawa was born in 1935, in
A major change in this year's
Hoten, Manchuria which was then schedule will be the introduction of
part of Japan. At an early age his
family recognized his love of music
and arranged for him to receive
lessons on traditional Japanese instruments. Not long afterwards, at
the age of seven, he also began to
study piano and Western music.
Ozawa was forced to abandon piano
playing due to a football injury and
at the age of fourteen began to
devote his time to composition and
conducting. His first appearances as
a conductor were with the NHK and
the JapanPhilharmonic Orchestras.
In the early 19605, Ozawa
studied under Herbert yon Karugin
in Europe. While there, Ozawa was
asked by Leonard Bernstein to accompany him on a tour of Japan
during the Spring of 1961. The
following year Bernstein allowed
Ozawa to conduct several concerts
with the New York Philharmonic.
In 1963-64 he debuted with the
Toronto Orchestra and in 1965
Ozawa became the Music Director
of that Orchestra.
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success of the Symphony and the

appealing program slated to appear
this season, this situation is not likely to exist for very long.

a new three-concert series, ap-

proximately one hour in length, on

Thursday mornings at 11 o'clock.
Other changes this year include the
move of Open Rehearsals from
Thursday evenings to Wednesday
evenings and the move of the tenconcert Tuesday "A" series to
Thursday.
The Boston Symphony is normally sold out in advance to an
audience of subscribers, but this
year a large number of single seats
remain unsold. Considering the past

Ozawa &
the BSO

PULSE PROGRAM
social action agency
at Boston College
Have you any questions:
when will my project get under way
what projects can I still get into
who's the coordinator of my project
where is my course meeting
Have any feedback:
the project looks
the course is going
feeling positive or negative about
Are you a PULSE student
Are you a faculty person
interested in the PULSE
you are invited and urged to
stop by at our open house.

riday, 3:00 onwards
in PULSE Office,
McElroy 117
October 4
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The Heights First Annual Photo Identification Contest

What are these three Dixon. 111. sophomores doing? a i Making a wish
hi Learning to tic shoelaces. ciWaiting for a horse,
d

For 111 years, the Cross and Crown has been BC's covert intellectual organization. Its
records are kept in the tunnel between Gasson and Devlin. Its meeting place is secret.
These people, all national Merit finalistsin their senior year in high school, are its only
known members. Can you identify them?

I Something

stupid.

Who are these people? ai The Mullins Gang, hi The SLA
c) The KGB di Father Monan.

You've come hack from a hard day
of sunning yourself at the Rec-Ple\ or
the dustbowl. or maybe you were at
the library (yuc. yuc) wading through
those dog-eared tomes. You're beat.
and I mean beat. Two or three classes
a day is nothing to sneeze about. So
you've settled into a chair at the Nest
for some of that hot chow, or maybe
dropped into Lyons for a frosty. Why
not? You've earned it. And you open
the evening news for a little mental
nourishment and what do you find
boredom. Straight black on white.
Nothing but dilemmas and quotes,
that somebody probably made up
anyway. So you throw two-bits in the
juke box and peruse the area to see if
anyone looks bump-able. But - Hold
on a second! It's The Heights first Annual Blah Blah Blah and you can
enter. Just return a increased piece o(
onion skin note paper with the
answers to this contest to Heights.
Box 104. Munci. Indiana. And
smooth sail ins;!

-

What world famous group is this? a) The Men's IS Olympic Basketball Team. b)The Fulton
College Special School, d) The missing members of the Cross and Crown.
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Does George Orwell Have a Sense of Humor?
A "question and answer period"
BY PATRICK TRIANO
The Humanities Series, a usually followed, in which the only pertinent
neglected faction of Boston College, question seemed "Why are you
due to the University's lack of answering these innane questions,
human element in its population(ie. and not reading your poetry?"
However, a "school teacher," in
cognition, volition and primarily
creativity), presented Stephen need of a rubber stamp and yard
Spender, a British poet, more stick, asked: "What is a poet?"!
British than poet, Tuesday last, to a
He sat down, hesitated, and said
that it is primarily the culture that
capacity audience.
There I sat, amid aging suits determines the standards of poetry,
whose pockets were lined with a and thus the poet.
In America, he felt, poetry
pretentious Borgum Riff, and bobbing grey boufants, chuckling when entered our lives, if at all, at a comseemingly appropriate, and turning paritively late age(the teens); thus,
starryeyed, twinkling in pomposity, without the organic process of growto their vieux at the mentioning of a ing in Art, there is seldom a full
poet whom only they and Stephen realization of the Artist. Rather,
Spender would know, wondering (s)he's ironically romanticized as a
when the poetry would commence. non-descript entity with a nonSpender, a caesar stripped of his routine routine: a desk without a
laurel, replaced by olive green bruised clock, lecture tours and
necktie, stood at the podium-though Guggenheims.
some imagined him speaking ex
The young enthusiast, he went on,
cathedra occasionally slipping to usually enters a class in creative
earth in stutters and memory lossand presented, at first, more of his
theories on W.H. Auden than

writing, and the system teaches the
mechanics of poetry this means to
Art, leaving much to be desired,
does sometimes succeed.
He added, though, that there is
now the danger' of imitation art and
the fraudulent poet, for standards
no longer exist, and to feign the
standards of a non-codified art is
.he laughed.
A final question/comment
blurted from the rear; a voice,
whose quintessence should be captured and rolled into Panatella, explained that much of our children's
lives are filled with art. For instance, it said.the jingleson TV commercials that thekids sing on street
corners are reaking in
poetry. ."but what I want to ask
you is, does George Orwell really
have a sense of humor, because I
don't think so?"
Stephen Spender laughed.
I left.

.

.

himself.

But then, as Fr. Sweeny tip-toed,
shakily, to leave water for the man,
as though it werea "votiveoffering"
to that which had crushed his bones
by its very touch, Stephen Spender
left his dictates on Auden, Freud,
and the script of High Noon, to read
his work. For a moment, all too
short lived, the speaker became

HELLAS PIZZA HOUSE

OPEN DAILY 11 AM to 1 AM
Delicious Pizzas Hot Oven Grinders
<?
Shish Kebab Dinners Greek Salads
FREE ONE SMALL PIZZA FREE
WITH EVERY 4 LARGE PIZZAS
WITH EVERY 6 SMALL PIZZAS

-

- -

TAKE OUT SERVICE 566-3797
1930 Beacon Street, Cleveland Circle
30c OFF PIZZA WITH THIS AD

-

poet.

His poetry, introduced as though
he were pretccupied with the
thought "of those who were truly
great", shone brilliantly. It seemed
the room filled with his
metaphysics; emotion pulsing
through the work's structure, each
word and image ringing clear and
melodious. His lips were "touched
with fire" and told "of the spirit
clothed from head to foot in song,"
that "lovely ambition" fulfilled.

"Due to lack of space and overcrowded conditions, the following
rule must be implemented: Admission to the University Rathskeller
will be limited to Boston College
Students with proper identification
on Thursday nights. No guest admissions will be allowed on Thursday nights."

I

General Warehouse
Immediate part-time openings for respon-

I

I

I sible individuals who enjoy working with the I
I public. Rotating schedule includes nights I
I and Saturdays. Uniforms provided.

I

Maintenance

I

Immediate part-time openings for respon- I
I sible individuals to maintain general office I
I area, rest rooms and cafeteria. Rotating I
I schedule includes nights and Saturdays.

I APPLY IN PERSON: 10:00A.M. to 5:00 P.M. I
Mon.-Fri. at the Personnel Office
Route One
Dedham, Mass.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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Work on Parking Needed Due to 'Years of Nothingness'
(continuedfrom page It

hot to handle. Their refusal to take
a stand left a policy vacuum in
which Daley alone implemented a
modified version of the Committee's report.
There are conflicting views on
whether he did the right thing.
Many UAS Senators say "no"; they
feel Daley went over the University
legislature and imposed his unfair
ideas on the Community. They
argue that even though the Senate
refused to reject the plan, it did not
approve it, and that alone is reason
for more dialogue and new alternatives.
Daley disagrees. He isn't even
sure the UAS is the proper body in
which to consider such problems. If
they are, they took no action on
something he saw as demanding immediate attention, thus he took the
initiative."Committees are fine," he
says, "if they do something. The
trouble with B. C. is we have a
tendency to committee things to
death."
Most students however, could
care less about the intricacies of
campus politics. They want to know
why they have to such difficulty finding a space every day, or why they
have been told they cannot have a
car at school at all.
Daley explains that the residents
formerly held one third of the
University's 2800 plus parking
spaces, and in his plans to "reorder
existing space with existing needs"
that was too much. The 590 facultystaff places on Middle Campus had
to be reduced to 400, 50 of those going for handicapped students and
guests and 90 eliminated altogether
for fire and safety reasons. This

precipatated the increase in Lower
Campus staff area from 310 to 500.
Coupled with a 100 space rise in
commuter allotments to 1400, the
residents were left with about 520
spaces, down 380 from last year.
Why the residents? They are
simply the ones who, in Security's
mind, need their automobiles the
least. Daley does not think anyone
has been treated unfairly. He has
alloted stickers to every nurse and
student teacher, one for each
modular and apartment, and then
considered appeals for special
situations. "How many people are
we depriving", he asks."Out of 200
requests, we've only refused 40."

His reasoning on the timing of the year's plans. He says it was meant
implementation may raise some to figure in the overall policy of
eyebrows, however. Asked if he felt reduction which B.C. will undertake
three, weeks was enough time to in the future, but the suspicion that
notify residents of the changes, the EPA name was used solely to
Daley admitted that "there should give false credence to this year's
have been more notification." rules remains.
However, he adds that "change is
never easy,", and does not feel that
In spite of opposition on many
a wait of six months or a year would fronts the Security Chief plans to
have changed anything. "If we had fully implement the program.
wailed, the overall effect wouldn't Guards will be returned to the gates
have been different.'
within a month, and a color-code
Daley also could not fully explain system of permit-space matching
will also be inaugurated. Security
the Administrations use of Environmental Protection Agency will be checkedstickernumbers with
name in parking memos when that license plates to prevent transfer of
agency was not involved in this permits from one car to another. "If

this plan doesn't have merit to it, we
are going to find out," Daley says.
He sees little chance of a parking
garage in the near future, and is also
skeptical about new parking lot construction at Newton College. For
the time being. Boston College will
concentrate on reducing employee
spaces by 25 percent according to
1975 EPA regulations. New administrative programs in 'Positive
Carpooling' and investigating
avenues of mass transit are supposedly high on the list. "This is only
the beginning', Daley adds.'We
need another four years of work to
rectify years of nothingness.

Just what you've always needed.
A good frappe in the mouth
for only 59c.

Salary Scale
(continued from page I)

professional, administrative, directive and maintainence staff
members and by asking them to
evaluate their job descriptions. The
Hayes firm will be working closely
and openly with the Personnel Office.
Hayes & Associates have done
similar studies for many major universities including MIT, Princeton,
Northwestern and Cornell.

McElroy Space
(continuedfrom page 4)

Society, was moved from a separate
office in room 116 to room 111 in
joint tenantship with three other
groups because "they weren't using
their space well. They have a small
Board of Directors and did not
provide a census (of membership).
There was hardly anybody there."
Other organizations that were not
granted space include PULSE's request for a combination meeting
room, work area, and library;
WZBC's request for a recording
studio; and Black Talent's request
for office space. Wegman could
"well understand their need," but
"didn't have space to give them."
Projecting into the future,
Wegman expressed the "hope that
space at Newton College will be
made available to the Office of Student Activities," but she has "no
lead" as to what will actually
develop,preferring to await the conclusion of the Newton Task Force.
However, she did offer a comment
about her intentions concerning
Newton College space: "Naturally,
I will fight for my team."

%uVe seen them on TV
Now see them in person at
Brighams.

Regular price lb<t. Sale ends Oct. 6.
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ministrators and students of Boston
College who attended the same high
The purpose of the Comre-unite for dinner in the
muters'Council, according to this school to
kitchens. Similarly,
House
Murray
Thomas,
is
to
year's chairman Dave
of
Neighborhood
Nights
a
series
"defend the rights of the commuting
student, and to see that he (or she) is will be planned for people who live
or have lived in the city or towns
represented on all university comsurrounding Boston and who now
mittees."
with Boston College.
The Council plans to sponsor are affiliated
events such as ski trips,
Other
this
year,
intending
over 140 events
Moontime Movie series, semito "catch the commuting student formal dinner dances, and wine and
home
every
(or
she)
before he
goes
cheese socials are planned. A preday," according to Thomas. The game barbecue is scheduled for OcCouncil
will
be
Commuters
tober 12. The dates for other events
repeating several events which were will be made known in a newsletter
extremely popular last year, such as
to all commuting students. Some of
Ethnic Dinner Night and Holiday the events will be co-sponsored with
(Christmas. Halloween) parties.
the Resident Student Committee.
Generally, an Ethnic Dinner will be Social Committee and UGBC.
weeks.
The
first
planned every two
The Commuters' Council began
Irish Ethnic Dinner is planned for the year during Orientation Week
of
October
23.
evening
the
with a barbecue andwine andcheese
A new event planned for this year
social which attracted 1300 students
Alumni
This
will
be
Night.
will be
to Murray House.
an opportunity for the faculty, adThe Council operates on a budget
BY CHRIS CONNOLY

PIRGRefunds This Week
BY TERRY MCDONALD
Last February a referendum was
passed at BC to include a four dollar
charge for Mass PIRG in the student activity fee. Any student who
wishes to obtain a refund of this fee
may do so between September 30
and October 11.
The four dollars will be used,
together with money collected from
eighteen other Massachusetts
schools, to support a full time staff
of professionals in Boston and
Amherst. The staff includes
lawyers, journalists and one social
science researcher. These
professionals guide the student
researchers at the various PIRG offices.
"Mass PIRG," said Jeff Graeber,
a senior elected September 24 to the
State Board of Directors, "is a
novelty in the student movement, in
the sense that it works full time on
student concerns." Inspired by
Ralph Nader in 1970, and established at Boston College in 1972,
the group works on varied interests
of public concern, including environmental health, better government and the problem of discrimination in employment. It is
totally funded by students and the
bulk of the research is done by
students.
Jeff Graeber calls Mass PIRG

"the students' tool." According to

Graeber, "besides being a tool, it is
an education which teaches the

skills of public interest research. It
.teaches how to be what Ralph
Nader calls 'a public citizen.' This,,'
remarked Graeber, "is perhaps its
greatest value."

Graeber told The HeightsyPlßG

expects ten to fifteen percent of the
students to request refunds.

All refunds will be made between
the hours of nine and four at PIRG
headquarters, McElroy rtom 118.

of $8,000.00 which is alloted from
UGBC. A small admission fee is
charged for events such as barbecue
or dinners where operating expenses
must be met. "The committee is
primarily a social committee,"said
Thomas,"so about eighty per cent
of the money is spent on the events
we have planned." The remainder is
spent on the Work-Study program
which maintains Murray House.
Speaking of the parking situation
and the commuter, Thomas said,
"the commuter must be given
priority for parking." Although the
parking situation is difficult on
lower campus, there are no outstanding complaints from the Council.
Although Murray House is the
headquarters of the Commuters'
Council, Thomas stressed that "the
entire house is open-to any group or
individual from Boston College who
would like a home setting to meet or

relax in. Since this is a home and
not a building or a classroom, it
offers a much more comfortable at-

mosphere than can be found any
other place on campus.
The Commuters' Council maintains two locations on campus for

the use of commuting as well us resident students: the lounge in Lyons,
Rm. 201, and the more extensive
facilities of Murray House, 292
Hammond Street, are available as
Drop-in centers from 10 am to 10
pm.

Students contribute $1
to the
United Way Campaign
You

can

make it work!

BOSTON UNIVERSITY OCTOBERFEST
PRESENTS:

Let the SIDESHOW begin
STARRING

Bbug magic

Thousands of Topics
52.75 per page

>^r

Send for your up-to-date,
176-page, mail order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage (1-2

I

days delivery time).

519GLENROCK AYE.
SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materials are sold for
research purposes only

GRADUATE STUDENTS
WHAT'S A DOLLAR WORTH?
GSA Party
Alumni Hall
October 4th
8:00 P.M.
$1.00 per person

ALL YOU CAN DRINK!
A BRIGHT IDEA???
NOW THAT you have settled in
NOW THAT you have settled down
WHY NOT COME
to St. Mary's Chapel this week and ask God's blessing on your
college year
SPECIAL LUNCHTIME MASSES THIS WEEK
CHOOSE A DAY: WED THURS FRI OCT 2?3?4
CHOOSE AN HOUR: 11 am, 12 noon, 1 pm
AND COME TO ST. MARY'S THE CAMPUS SHRINE OF
OUR LADY.

and special guests

Che Fabulous Rhinestones
also appearing

FißScetfiiss
Saturday
B . u Sargent Gym
Octobers
tickets $3.00

7:30 p.m.

produced by

the MARTIN LUTHER KING Jr.
AFRO AMERICAN CENTER
and
the B.U. Entertainment Committee
Tickets Available

at

the Door
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Shaw House to Become Living- Learning Center
BY DON O'CLAIR
Chuck Hopkins, resident assistant at Shaw House, is seeking to
organize a committee to set in motion plans to transform Shaw House
into a living learning center. The

Fathers David Gill and Joseph
Flanagan, and Prof. Albert Folkard
of the Honors Program. A second,
more detailed proposal (including a
room by room rundown) was
offered by Brian Decry, currently a
BC drug expert and resident fellow.
The general concept of Shaw House
a a Living/Learning Center was
then approved by Housing.
The main proposals concerned a)
the inviting of guests to informally
meet with students, b) co-ed occupancy in Shaw, c) a remodeling of,
the Shaw House facilities, including
the building of a kitchen and communal rooms to hold small activities, and d) the selection process
for candidates for the Shaw Center.
The primary distinction betweenthe

committee, representing a crosssection of the university, would seek
to define student interest in this
area, to finalize building modification and space considerations, to
work out a process of selecting candidates, and to coordinate plans
with groups such as the Social and

Cultural Committees.

Hopkins, a BC senior, drew up
the original proposal to transform
Shaw last winter after meeting with
Fathers O'Malley and Hanrahan
(current residents at Shaw House),

Admissions Staff Reorganizes
BY NANCY KELLY
The Admissions Office, due to increased applications and the acquisition of Newton College, has
reorganized their administrative
structure this fall.
John Maguire, former Director of
Admissions, has been renamed as
Dean of Admissions. The new position, according to Maguire, involves
"broader responsibilities," including heading the Newton Task
Force, and also overseeing the entire
admissions office. Maguire said
because "BC's admissions are
booming!" this is one of the major
reasons for the change.
The former Assistant Director of
Admissions, James Schannell, is
presently Director of Admissions.
He and his staff of thirty-five, are
working together to more fully

develop the admissions office within
Boston College. Schannell said that
"they know the needs of high school
students" and are in the process of
fulfilling them.
According to Schannell, other
ideas are being considered which include increased "invojvement with
students, faculty, and alumni."
With the number of potential
students increasing, the alumni are
aiding the Admissions Office by acting as local contacts for the high
school student.
After observing the Admissions
Office of other universities, for example Georgetown, Maguire has
proceeded to make improvements
within the BC Admissions Office. In
Maguire's words, "the life blood of
the university is in it's admissions."

Hopkins and Decry proposals concern the selection prtcess. Hopkins
favors a more rigid application and
selection procedure, while Decry
favors open lottery set-up of candidates who had shown a serious interest in the project.
When asked about the current
status of the Shaw House plans,
Hopkins, Decry and Father Robert
Braunreuther, who was involved in
the original planning last year, all
noted that this year is "an interim
year". As Hopkins told The
Heights, "We're still in a transitional stage, here." The primary
physical change has been an attempt
to make the wooden garage servicable as a meeting room by placing lounge furniture there. Fr.
Braunreuther noted that "It'srather
modest this year." Before the house
can be converted into a living-

student life they would serve,

learning center, walls must be torn
down, new wiring added, new sinks,
shtwers, stove, etc., installed. According to Braunreuther, the cost of
all this will be about $10,000."
Hopkins elaborated on those
planning problems as he further explained the concept of a
Living/Learning Center at Shaw
House. He explains that a better
name would be "Intellectual
Cultural Service Center". He said
that a key facet of the proposal is
the consolidation of planning
among the different committees
that serve the BC student body.
When asked how the Shaw house
plans would differ from Haley
House or O'Connell, Hopkins noted
Shaw House has a prime location
on the Upper Campus and its location is widely known.
Referring to the different areas of

poetry, prose essays
and graphics are of

necessity to the next
dazzling issue of stylus
contributions will be
accepted in mcelroy
111 (by October 15,)

Hopkins said, "O'Connell would be
geared on a cultural-social line,
while this would be more
intellectual-cultural." A typical
Shaw House use, for example,
would be the meeting between an
organic chemistry professor and
students prior to an exam, in the
form of an open forum.
According to Hopkins, an immediate problem is that of space.
Rooms 1 and 2 could be opened up
as communal rooms to hold these
various smaller activities, resulting
in a net loss of seven residents. (The
new make-up would include Dean
O'Malley, Father Edward
Hanrahan, the resident assistant
and fifteen students.) Hopkins also
feels that the addition of kitchen
facilities is important as it is crucial
to "the idea of communal eating."

CONCERT PIANIST, affiliate in Music ai Eliot
House. Harvard University, will accept private
students at intermediate and advanced levels.
Ophra Yerushalmi. 527-6799
(lessons to he given ai home in Newton)

FREE RETAIL CATALOG: pipes, waterpipes.
hongs, cigarette papers, rolling machines, superstones.
chips, underground comix, etc. Gabriella's Goodies.
Box 434. HolKwood. Cal. 90028
Kitchen Set for sale; will
566-76 IS

best offer. Call Rick.

Hive in Harvard Sq. area and am looking for a ride to
B.C. for 9 am class Mon.
Fri. An> or all days appreciated. Sarah. 354-6419
?

TERM PAPERS! Canada's largest service. For
catalogue send S2 to: Essay Services. #208, 57
Spuldina Aye.. Toronto. Ontario. Canada.
Selfmotivated female grad student sought by young
professional man us administrative assistant. Hours
flexible. 562-5121.
?

MASS PIRG REFUNDS
(MASSACHUSETTS PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP)

September 30-October 11
Monday-Friday 9-4
McElroy 118 99969-0100

accept

x713

A Nader-inspired consumer and environmental
action group, Mass PIRG is funded through the
Undergraduate Government Fee. However,
students who do not wish to support the efforts of
PIRG may obtain a four dollar refund. Stop by
first and find out what we're all about.

?
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FINE ARTS CALENDAR
OCTOBER 1974
Tuesday, October 1
CULTURAL COMMITTEE
frolic on the green

-

OCTOBERFEST. fun and

FINE ARTS DEMONSTRATION
GUILLEMIN, painting in oils

-

ROBERT

Wednesday, October 2
JEWISH STUDENT ALLIANCE sponsors THE POINT. A
thoroughly enchanting animated musical fantasy about the
adventures of a round-headed boy named Oblio, living is a
kingdom where everyone is pointed.
Thursday, October 3
HUMANITIES SERIES presents FRANCES
FITZGERALD (topic undecided)
Friday, October 4

FILM BOARD. All Films sponsored by the Film Board will be
shown at 7:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m., Friday and Saturday nights.
Please pick up free tickets at the ticket booth from 11-2, Tues.
Fri.

-

KING OF HEARTS. - Alan Bates, Genevieve Bujold. This
marvelous film about a soldier and the inmates of a mental
asylum has become a cult item here in Boston, where it has been
running at the Central Cinema for nearly three years.
Saturday, October 5
FILM BOARD. KING OF HEARTS

O'CONNELL FILMS. "THE REAL INSPECTOR
HOUND" by Tom Stoppard, directed by Frank Arcano, 8
p.m.

Friday, October 18
FILM BOARD. 7 & 9 p.m. McGuinn Auditorium
THEY SHOOT HORSES DON'T THEY? Jane Fonda,
Michael Sarrazin. The setting for this study of human despair is
a dance marathon of the Depression Era. A very powerful film.
O'CONNELL FILMS.
HOUND" 8 p.m.

"THE REAL INSPECTOR

Saturday, October 19
FILM BOARD. 7 & 9 p.m. McGuinn Auditorium
THEY SHOOT HORSES DON'T THEY?
O'CONNELL FILMS. "THE REAL INSPECTOR
HOUND" 8 p.m.
Sunday, October20
O'CONNELL FILMS.
BONNIE & CLYDE
THE WILD ONE
Thursday, October 24

HUMANITIES SERIES presents
HENRI PEYRE, sometime Sterling Dow Professor of French,
Vale University.
"The Legacy of Dc Gaulle in French
Politics."

Sunday, October 6
O'CONNELL FILMS - 7 p.m.
EAST OF EDEN
MOUSE THAT ROARED

Monday, October 7
ROMANCE LANGUAGE presents lecture by M.
ROBICHEZ, 8 p.m., Murray Conference Room
Thursday. October 10
CULTURAL COMMITTEE sponsors GEORGE
PLIMPTON speaking on "Amateurs in Professional Sports,"
8 p.m. Roberts Center
HUMANITIES SERIES presents WILLIAM BEDELL
STANFORD. Regius Professor of Greek, Trinity College,
Dublin, "The Emotional Power of Greek Tragedy."
PEACE & WAR FILMS 7:30, Higgins 307
THE POST-WAR WAR

Friday, October 11
FILM BOARD. 7 & 9 p.m. McGuinn Auditorium
LOST HORIZON. Ronald Coleman, Jane Wyman. This is the
most original version, directed by Frank Capra. One of the
most widely acclaimed films of its era.
Saturday, October 12
FILM BOARD. LOST HORIZON, 7 & 9 p.m., McGuinn
Auditorium

DRAMATICS SOCIETY.
RAINBOW JONES, a new rock musical by Jill Williams

Friday, October 25
FILM SERIES 7 & 9 p.m. in McGuinn Auditorium
THE BIRDS
This Hitchcock chiller tells of a small
?

California town that is suddenly, inexplicably attacked
by "harmless" birds.
DRAMATICS SOCIETY
RAINBOW JONES, a new rock musical by Jill Williams
Saturday, October 26
FILM SERIES 7 & 9 p.m. in McGuinn Auditorium
THE BIRDS
DRAMATICS SOCIETY
RAINBOW JONES
BLACK WEEKEND - October 25
exhibit and a concert

- 27.

Watch for films, art

Sunday, October 27
O'CONNELL FILMS
FOR LOVE OF IVY to be confirmed
13 RUE MADELENE to be confirmed

-

Tuesday, October 29
FINE ARTS DEMONSTRATION
REASENBERG, wire sculpture

Sunday, October. 13
O'CONNELL FILMS. 7 p.m.
WHAT'S UP TIGER LILY?
RAISIN IN THE SUN.

Tuesday, October 15
FINE ARTS DEMONSTRATION
BUSKIRK, weaving

Thursday, October 17
PEACE & WAR FILMS 7:30 Higgins 307
DEAD BIRDS

-

LIBBY VAN

Wednesday, October 16
CULTURAL COMMITTEE presents Frank Speiser in THE
WORLD OF LENNY BRUCE, 8:30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.,
Rathskellar (to be confirmed)

-

WENDY

Thursday, October 31
SOCIAL COMMITTEE sponsors a "HALLOWEEN
PARTY" in the Rathskellar. Costumes and Live Entertainment. 7:30 p.m.
O'CONNELL FILMS. NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD.
(to be confirmed)

PEACE & WAR FILMS. 7:30 Higgins 307
JOHNNY GOT HIS GUN

S
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Coach JoeYukica shows his displeasurewith the goings-on at Temple,
Photo by Rich Silver.

In one of the few positive plays of Saturday's loss, Mike Esposito cuts behind the crunching block ol
Barnett. Photo by Rich Sivler.

Eagles Humbled In Philly By Agressive Owls
Sir, you have been accused of hav- rear portion of their two hundred
ing great aspirationsfor a team that pound bodies. But as the sage has
is not worthy of them. How do you stated, there is more where that
plead, Mr. Meehan? "Guilty as came from.

charged. Your Honor.
It happened again! Damnit, it
happened again!
How can a team that scored 19
points against Texas only muster 7
points against Temple? Are they
allergic to natural turf? Were they
just being extra nice to a place
named Temple in honor of the
Jewish holidays? Maybe that was
not the same twenty-two guys who
were around on September 14?
The score, ladies and gentlemen,
was Temple 34-Boston College 7.
But like two weeks ago the score did
not tell the whole story. It should
have been more like 50 or 60 to 7.
Put simply Temple outhustled,
outplayed, outpsyched, and "outouted" the boys from Beantown.
There is no sense in recounting each
and every scoring drive. The Owls
scored every way possible. Steve
Joachim passed for the first score, a
pitchout accounted for the second
one, and before Joe Yucika could
say "God Bless America", his
Eagles were out of the ballgame. To
Temple's credit was the fact that
they were ready for the team that
beat them one year ago, 45-0. They
are not a bad football team.
The BC offense varied from a
takeoff on "Charlie Brown's
Allstars", to "Doonsberry." Their
efforts were a textbook example of
how to let an already emotionally
high team, get even higher. The first
series of plays shows this. Temple
had just scored when BC finds itself
unable to move the ball. Oops!, bad
snap on the punt and the Eagles give
them seven more. Get the picture?
Mike Esposito had more people
hanging on him than a pretty blond
in Mary Ann's. Dave Zumbach and
Howie Richardson might as well
have stayed at the Holiday Inn, for
all the passes they caught. Mike
Kruczek had less time to pass than
Custer had at Bull Run. That offensive line that had played so
marvelously against the Longhorns
spent most of the afternoon on the

Remember that defensive unit
that we did not have to worry about?
You know, the one with all the
returning letterman? Well, as
Joachim and friends found out,
"they can be very friendly." Temple
ran over it, they ran under it. They
optioned left on it, they optioned
right on it. They passed short on it,
they passed long on it. All this with
a quarterback who "bird dogged".
"Birdogging" , as the gentleman
who sat next to me explained, is
when the quarterback looks exactly
where he is going to throw the ball
from the moment he takes it from
the center until he releases it. Too
bad that man was not playing defensive halfback. Instead, whenever
Joachim needed five yards, he went
on a square-out in front of either
Almedia, Scialabba, or O'Leary.
He did it so often and successfully
that it lookedlike Kate Smith could
have run the pattern!
When Joachim did keep the ball
on the ground, he found great
success with the option, Against
Texas an inability to stop the
wishbone (which is an option), can
be excused. Nobody can. But
against Temple? If there is one thing
Steve Joachim is not, it is an option
quarterback. One has got to start to
question whether the Eagle defense
"can" stop that play. If I were
Navy, I would try to find out.
The excuses; we can dig them up. ?
I) The field was wet, 2) The Eagles
were forced to stand on the sidelines
after pregame warm-ups while the
game was delayed to watch the
Temple "Diamond Girl" do her
thing. 3) The game was a big letdown after Texas. There are a
million of them. But again, one has
got to wonder about BC ability to
"get-up" for a less than big game.
Last year it was Syracuse. Only
Gary Marangi kept that game from
reaching rout propotions.
All of this does not come easily. I
am not one to attach blanket
criticism for its own sake. I do not

against Navy. He is needed badly.
The rest of the season is still ahead
of these Eagles. Whether or not any
Easternrecognition is still possible is
now debatable. Many people were
impressed by BC showing against
Texas. They were probably equally
unimpressed by the showing against
Temple. It just makes everything
that much more difficult
The outlook, however, is not
twice.
So, it is back to basics for coach good. When you only play 11 games
Joe Yukica and his staff. Luckily, a year, there is no toom for
Ken Ladd might be able to play problems that will iron themselves
"go after" certain individuals in BC
sports to give myself an identity. It
is a reaction to possibly the worst
football game I have ever sat
through. One week agoall of us at
Heights Sports predicted the
Temple-BC score. To say the least
we now look like complete fools.
Maybe we are. needless to say we
will not make the same mistake

out. First and foremost is the

tightening up of that defense that
has looked like a piece of Swiss
cheese in the first two games. We
have yet to see a linebacker who is
able to cover that quick sideline
pass. True they do not kill you, but
5+ 5%4-s first down.
Secondly, is the problem of defensive pressure. The time to play
defense is in "their" territory. By
the time the ball is on our thirty, it is
too late. Basic things, yes, but still
(continued on page S7)

Heights Sports acknowledges and is grateful to the Blue Chips of Boston College Athletics
for the financial support Blue Chips makes available to, an expanded Heights Sports.
Alumni and friends of Boston College athletics are welcome to join the_ Blue Chips club. For
further information, please call the athletic office, Roberts Center, 969-0100, extension 380 or
381.

DON'T FORGET:
All student football ticket holders must enter Alumni Stadium
by either Gate A or Gate B starting with the next home game.
Student ID cards must be shown upon entering the stadium.

Only Student Ticket Holders may enter Gate A or Gate B.

There are still a few Student Season Football Tickets remaining at the Roberts Center
Ticket Office:

A Special Value

?

Five remaining Home games
$7,00

(a $30.00 Value)

October 12

?

William & Mary November 9 Tulane
November 2
West Virginia November 16 Syracuse
November 30 Holy Cross
Tickets on sale daily in Roberts CenterLobby
9 a.m. 4:30 p.m.
?

?

?

?

?
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Future Foes Find Going Tough In Week Number Three
BY KEN RIVETZ
taineers 17-14 in New Orleans.
After excellent showings the past
The Green Wave trailed 7-3
two weeks by the teams Boston

College has played or will play this
season, the Eagles opponents had
their first mediocre day. Led by
Texas' upset loss to Texas Tech,
they went 3-7.
The Texas Longhorns, playing
their first conference game of the
season, ad Lubbock, Texas and
were soundly beaten by a good Texas Tech team, 26-3.
The Longhorns, who have won six
consecutive SWC championships, had
a 19 game conference winning streak
snappedby the Red Raiders.
Texas started out in predictable
fashion as Billy Schott gave the

Longhorns a short-lived 3-0 lead on
a 40 yard field goal.
Texas Tech then exploded four
quick touchdowns as Raider
quarterback Tommy Duniven threw
for three of them and the partisan
Tech crowd went wildly delerious.
The Longhorns were trailing 26-3
at halftime and for all intents and
purposes the game was over.
Texas, losing to Tech for the first
time since 1968, had its record drop
to 2-1.
Navy, sky-high after their big win
over Perm State last week, were
brutally shot down by Michigan 52-0 at Ann Arbor.
The game, played before
104,232, which was the second largest
crowd in college football history,
was no contest as the Midshipmen
were completely decimated by a
strong Michigan club. The score
was 31-0 at half-time, and the
Wolverines scored on seven consecutive possessions to raise the
score to 45-0 by the time the fourth
quarter rolled around, Navy, in
being held to only nine first downs
in the game, lost their first gameof
the year after two victories.

at

Owens.
the score
With this victory, Tulane remains scamper.

to 14-7 on a seven yard

halftime and 14-10 beginning the unbeaten at 3-0, while West Virginia The Orangemen closed out the
fourth quarter before a one yard drops to one victory and two scoring as running back Ken Kinsy
plunge by tailback Don Lemon defeats.
ran three yards for the touchdown.
provided Tulane with the margin of Syracuse lost their third conThe loss drops Syracuse'srecord

.

victory.

secutive game after a season-

WVU came back to go ahead 7-3 on
a 32 yard td pass from quarterback
Ben Williams to wide receiver Bernie Kirchner.
Steve Treuting put Tulane back
on top 10-7 on a one yard run before
West Virginia scored their final
touchdown on an exciting 44 yard
touchdown run by halfback Artie

Syracuse.
The Orangemen led twice at 7-0
and 14-7 but NC State erupted for
21 consecutive points in the second
and third quarters to put the game
out of reach at 28-14.
Syracuse, after going ahead 7-0
saw NC State tic it at 7-7 before
quarterback Jim Donoghue upped

to 1-3.

Tulane began the scoring on a 39 opening victory at the hands of The University of Massachusettes
yard field goal by Dave Falgoust but North Carolina State, 28-22 in recorded their first big victory over

The touchdowns by UMass which
came within a span of five minutes
were scored by halfback Keith
Lang on a one yard run and Walt
Parker on the receiving end of a
Mark Tripucka 11 yard touchdown
pass.
The game, which was played in
the rain, saw Dartmouth commit
two costly fumbles. One resulted in
the second UMass td and the other
stopped a Big Green drive at the

Dartmouth as they defeated the Big
Green 14-0 in Hanover, New
Hampshire.
After 20 consecutive losses to Minutemen four yard line.
Dartmouth, the \u25a0 Minutemen UMass with the win raised their
scored 14 points in the first quarter record to two wins and one defeat
and despite almost 400 yards in
Holy Cross visited Harvard
total offense by the Big Green.held
(continued on page S-4)
on for the shutout.

Is your crowd sloe-ing up?
If you and your friends are thirsty
for something new, hurry up and sloe
down-with Dc Kuyper's Sloe Gin.
n Kuyper's Sloe Gin is a different,
delicious liqueur, flavored just sweet
enough by the sloe berry. You can take

;.-.\u25a0:\u25a0:?:\u25a0

it on the rocks or mixed with just about
anything. For delicious proof, see the
recipes below. Dc Kuyper's Sloe Gi"sloe" with an "c," not a "w."
pv -mr
g-^»

L9 C I\tiypCr

vrlfl*

?:?:?:\u25a0:«\u25a0 :?>.-.\u25a0.

Southern California visited

Pittsburgh Saturday and after trailing
into the fourth quarter, came back
and defeated the Panthers 16-7.
Pitt received a nine yard
touchdown pass from quarterback
Bill Daniels to Karl Farmer for a 7-3 halftime lead but it was only a
matter of time before the mistakeplagued Trojans would eventually
go ahead.
They completely outgained Pitt
as the Trojans rolled up over 400
yards on the ground and held Pitt's
much heralded halfback Tony Dorsett
to only 59 yards.
A thirteen point fourth quarter by
USC put the game away for the
Trojans.
Pitt's record dropped 2-1 as they
joined Texas and Navy in the class
of previously undefeated teams losing their first games of the year.
Villanova won their third game in
a row as they defeated Idaho, 15-7,
in Philadelphia.
The Wildcats, who were trailing
7-6 entering the final quarter, scored
nine points to account for the final

win.

After Idaho had gone ahead 7-6,
the Wildcatsrecorded a safety to go
ahead 8-7. Halfback Mike Lombardi ran 54 yards for an insurance t.d.
and Villanova had their victory.
Dennis Griggs had kicked field
goals of 24 and 32 yards to give
Villanova an early 6-0 lead.
Villanova with the win has
already equalled their 1973 victory
total of three as coach Jim Weaver
has done an excellent job with a very
young team.

Tulane came from behind twice
defeat the West Virginia Moun-

to

Abominable Sloeman
Pour2oz. DeKuyper Sloe Gin
over ice cubes in a tall glass.
Add ginger ale. Top with a
twist of lemon and stir gently,
Serve with a straw.

Sloe Ball
Combine IV2 oz. Dc Kuyper
Sloe Gin, orange juiceand the
juice of Va lime. Pour over ice
cubes in tall glass. Stir well,
Garnish with lime wedge.

Sloe Joe
Shake 2 oz. Dc Kuyper SloeGin and 1 oz. of lemon juice
well with ice. Strain into cocktail glass or pour over rocks.
Garnish with cherry.

Sloe Gin 60Prool. Product of USA John Dc Kuyper and Son. New York. New York
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Eagle Booters Outmanned
UMASS Capitalizes 4-0

BY COMPTON SPAIN
was tough at first but was unable to
An aggressive University of maintain that level of play
Massachusetts soccer team shutout throughout the game. Westerkamp
Boston College in their first home said, "U. Mass has so much more
game of the season 4-0. U.Mass. depth, we were able to stay with
opened the scoring mid-way them at first but eventually they
through the first half on a Bill overwhelmedus".
Belcher tally and were off and flyWesterkamp felt his team had
ing. They dominated most of the really only one "strong" goal scored
.first half except for a late surge by against them. He also cited the fact
BC. Early in the second half, U. that BC was outsized by a big
Mass's Tony King scored on a U.Mass. lineup. This enabled them
break away goal lifting the score 2 to control most of the heading
to 0. Goals by Mohamed Ottman throughout the game. He continued
and Bobby Stanley sent BC goalie by lamenting, "our halfbacks did
Mike DElia to the showers with not do their job and our forwards
roughly five minutes remaining in weren't able to keep the ball up."
the game. Second string goalie Jim Needless to say, that put tremenBrady entered the game and im- dous pressure on BC fullbacks.
mediately made two fantastic saves Coach Westerkamp praised Eagle Field Hockey enthusiast takes a whack at that little white ball in action Thursday at Shea
as U. Mass poured it on. BC was fullbacks Mike Perry and Billy Field. BC won 2-0. Photo by lorn iviccue.
unable to rally from the four goal Frazier in addition to Marty Carney
deficit and suffered theirfirst loss of and Keith McPhail for their fine
the season.
defensive work.
Mark Hanks recorded his first
The statistics did not tell the
shutout of the season for U. Mass, whole story of the game. For exam- BY LESLEY VISSER
minute left in the first half, giving could smell the shutout. A group of
as they up their season record to 1 ple, the shots on goal, with U. Mass
They are the girls of autumn. the Eagles a commanding 2-0 lead. second floor Gonzaga guys stood
and 0, while BC evened theirs out at at 15 and BC at 11, were fairly They fight the football team on one Half time in women's hockey is shivering on the sidelines. Field
I and 1.
equal.
side and the baseball team on the spent between fighting for the hockey fans? Women's sports
Boston College assistant coach EagleEggs
other. They have little money and oranges and listening to the coach. enthusiasts? Out to see a good
Jeff Gettler summed up his team's
Second string goalie JohnKirby are understaffed, but they are just as In her first year at BC, coach Lane game?
performance mid-way through the is out indefinitly with a broken dedicated as any team on this cam- Daysauski, is confident ofthe young "We know a couple of girls on the
team," said one. Field hockey has a
second half by saying, "they just finger resulting from a scrimmage pus.
team.
look dead out there". Most likely accident. Westerkamp flatly The Boston College women's
"We have no seniors on the way to gobefore it moves to Alumni
anyone who witnessed the game predicts nine or more Eagle soccer field hockey team recorded its first squad, but there are a lot of talented before a sellout crowd.
would readily agree with his sum- victories this year. He feels the victory in as many tries on Thurs- freshmen. I coached for five years The scoreless second half ended
mation. Head coach Hans toughest games of the season, other day, beating Tufts 2-0. Playing on before coming here so I think I quickly, with BC playing heads up
Westerkamp nevertheless felt his than the U. Mass, game, will be the practice fields of the men's know the game. The only thing this defense and reliable offense. The
team played very well considering against Tufts and U. Conn. The tur- teams, the Eagles spent the after- team needs is some more running. football team provided an artistic
the circumstances. He cited the fact nout at Alumni Stadium for the noon dodging baseballs and foot- We'll do that next week."
(continued on page S-7)
that BC has a young and inex- Eagle-U.Mass. game was excellent balls en route to the shutout.
The girls have been practicing
perienced team whereas U. Mass, considering the weather conditions.
Mary Kay Finnerty is captain of three times a week since September Quality, Originality, Security
has both experience and depth. It was a briskfall evening, but most the squad. She is also pretty, blond 10, and they look it. "Some of these $2.75 per page
Westerkamp compared the game to fans, arriving in overcoats, faithful- and the antithesis of everything else girls went to hockey camp,"says SEND NOW FOR LATEST
the Boston College Texas foot- ly remained until the game was too often attributed to women Captain Finnerty. "All of us played CATALOGUE
Enclose $2.00 to cover returr
ball game where our football team over.
athletes.
in high school. I didn't play my first
postage
BC,
at
and
when
I
came
out
as
year
Ten minutes into the first half
Hours: Mon-Fri 12 noon-Bpm;
Finnerty made elephant meat of the a sophomore, all the freshmen girls
Sat 12 noon-spm
Jumbo defense, soaring on a power- were in better shape than I was. Too
ESSAY SERVICES
ful drive from her right inner posi- many BC parties, I guess."
57 Spadina Avenue, Suite 105
The girls went out the second half
tion.
Toronto, Ontario, Canado
The Jackson girls made only two and performed the same number on
Telephone:
(416)316-6549
the
Center
Maluzzo
goalie
Doxie
Jumbos.
Gina
strong attacks on BC
Our research material is sold for
McCoy in the first half. "They had one goal called back on an offweren't too tough," she said later. side penalty, but the ball seldomleft research assistance only, not as a
finished product for academic
Left inner Nancy DeNatalie the Tufts scoring zone.
scored on a slap shot with only a
The twenty or so freezing fans credit.

Women's Field Hockey Drops

Tufts

?

ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
Review sessions for LSAT
Tuesday, Oct. 8: Sections V, VI
Wednesday, Oct. 9: Sections 111, iy
McGuinn Auditorium 7:30
?

I
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Discount Center
BC punter Jim Walton connects on one of his many punts. Walton's punting was one of the few bright spots in an otherwise wasted Eagle afternoon. Photo by Rich Silver.
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Eagles Rebound To Stun Argentina In 2-1 Win

John Caprello controls the ball in action against the Argentina Naval Academy. The Eagles won 2- 1. Photo
by Tom McCue.

Join Them For Post Game Fun
BY CHARLIE MANNING
The soccer match between the
Naval Academy of Argentina and
the Boston College Varsity team
was an interesting and festive time
for both the players and the fans. It
was the first event ever held at
Alumni Stadium in which studentathletes from two separate nations
have competedagainst one another.
In this game BC scored at the
midway point of the second half to
break a one goal apiece halftime
deadlock and earn a hard fought
victory. But before any more details
about the game itself are disclosed,
perhaps it would be fitting to mention how such a match came into existense in the first place.
Each year a large, number of
cadets from the Naval Academy of
Argentina board one of the
Academy's beautiful ships and sets

sail to visit other nations as ambassadors of goodwill. Among this
year's crew was included the
Academy's soccer team and it was
planned that they would play a
match or two in each country the
ship visited. Mr. Joseph LosCocco,
a former member of the Boston
College Board of Trustees has
always kept close relations with the
men who represent Argentina in the
United States and he was able to
talk them into adding Boston to the
list of ports apon which this ship
would call. And with this ship coming to Boston, the game with BC
was a natural.
The members of both teams met
at midfield just before game time
and exchanged token gifts and
warm hadshakes. That feeling of
friendship lasted throughout the entire evening. The crowd was a good

sized one with the Argentinean section by far the most vocal. His excellency the Argentine Ambassador
to the United States was at this
game, and he sat right on the
sidelines to be really close to the ac-

..

tion.

The atmosphere of the whole
for all
concerned. Hopefully more games
of this type will be scheduled in
future seasons.
.Korner Kicks. John Lojek
scored the first BC goal and Jeff
Lewin scored the second and game
winner. .seen working out with the
BC Varsity during some of thier
practices was the Bsoton
Minutemen's young coach, Herbert
Volgelsenger.It's rumored that he's
more than impressed with the play
of BC's Bill Frazier and Writer
D'Elia.
event was a refreshing one

.

..

.

BY CHARLIE MANNING
There is an old sports adage that
says good teams know how to
bounce back from disheartening
loses and play thier best when the
going gets the toughest. This adage
certainly applies to the Boston
College Soccer team. On last Tuesday the ballbooting Eagles were
stunned by the fine team from the
University of Massachusetts at
Amherst 4-0.
This loss was especially disappointing when you consider that
UMass is one of the more significant opponents on the Boston
College schedule. In fact this could
be considered "the game", for
UMass is a natural rival and more
often than not is found at the top of
any polls rating the soccer teams of
New England. BC usually points to
this gameand some have been really
something; like last years heartbreaking loss when the boys in
maroon and gold blew a 3-0 half
time lead, eventually bowing 5-3.
This year's however was a total wipe
out as BC failed to play the
aggressive tema game that they
must play to be successful.
To most teams this low point
would be a good enough escuse to
let up abit, maybe even let go of
thier goals entirely. Our team,
didn't do this. In only two days they
regrouped themselves, regained
thier confidence and went out and
just plain ole whipped the best team
they would probably ever play! The
team that BC beat came from the
Naval Academy of Argentina. At
their last port of call, these cadets
defeated and thoroughly outplayed
two division one Costa Rican teams.
How did this improbableupset take
place? Several experts offered their
opinions.
Coach Hans Westerkamp felt

that BC had just put all the pieces
together in this game, "against
UMass we were abit unsure of
ourselves, so when things went bad
the roof caved in. Tonight we were
able to frustrate our opponents attack with disiplined positional play.
On offense the combinations are
beginning to come together, we had
numerous chances to score tonight,
and cashed in on two of them."Our
score pace is one thing we hope to
m pro ye "Then the coach
ismiled;"and
of course,"he
said,"Writer played like Writer."
He was referring, of course, to BC's
Writer D'Elia.the big goaltender
played a super game. One especially
big save, when he sprawled to his
left, came just after BC's first goal
and it seemed to be the turning point
of the game.lt really seemed to take
the wind out of the sails of the boys
from Argentina. Sure, Writer was
really something on this night.

(continued from page S-2)

yard jump pass from Morton to
tight end Bob Fitzsimmons.
Holy Cross, after scoring 45
points last week due largely to the
defense, couldn't repeat the effort as
the offense stalled for the secovd
straight week.
With the loss the Crusaders'record
is even at 1-1.
The schedule for next week is as
Texas
hosts
follows:
Washington,Marshall plays at
Temple,The Citadel at William and
Mary, Pittsburgh at North Carolina,
West Virginia plays at Indiana,
Maryland at Syracuse, Vermont at
UMass, and Dartmouth travels to
Worcester to play Holy Cross. Tulane
and Villanova have the week off.

Stadium Saturday and were beaten
by the Crimson 24-14.
The afternoon began symbollically for the Crusaders as they
allowed Harvard to recover the
opening kickoff and shortly
thereafter found themselves trailing
7-0 After Harvard scored on a
field goal to go ahead 10-0, HC
quarterback Bob Morton capped a 48
yard drive by going over for the
score from the one. The score at
halftime was cut to 10-7, Harvard
on top. However, the second half
saw Harvard go ahead 24-7 before
the Crusaders scored their final td.
It came with only a few minutes
remaining in the game on a three

.

Assistant Coach Jeff Gettler felt
that BC's biggest asset was tis's
aggressive style of play, "we just
went out thereand took it to them. I
really liked the way our fullback
corp of Marty Carney, Mike Perry,
Chuck Moran, Bill Frazer and
Keith MacPhail came together in
this game. In the second half these
guys just took over and we were able
to
control things." His final
thought seemed to sum everybody
elses, " it was a great win!"
And so the BostonCollegeSoccer
team walked off the field that night
a happy and mellow bunch of
athletes. That feeling of pleasure;
hot, sore and tired pleasure that
comes from hard earned achievement touched deepinside each and
every one. To have bounced back in
such impressive style was quite a
thing. But isn't that what good
teams always do?

This Sporting Week
September 30
Women Varsity Tennis, Tuesday, Oct. 1 at Clark
Varsity Football, Saturday, Oct. 5 at Navy
Women Varsity Field Hockey, Wednesday, Oct. 2,
Bradford
Varsity Soccer, Thursday, Oct. 5, Merrimack
Cross Country, Friday, Oct. 1 at Stonehill and
Providence
Varsity Golf, Tuesday, Oct. 4, ECAC
Varsity Golf, Saturday, Oct.s, ECAC
Varsity Tennis, Saturday, Oct. 5, ECAC
Varsity Tennis, Sunday, Oct. 6, Brandeis
Women Varsity Tennis, Thursday, Oct. 3 at MIT
Later friends of the team and the team itself gaibbcl

r

a short reception. Photo by Tom McC'ue.
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The Owls Gave A Hoot
BY JIM TRENGROVE
And all the way down the
N.J. Turnpike I prayed, "Don't
let it rain on my football game.'
But, of course, nobody rains out
a football game. And since Temple was the home team, nobody
could object to their holding services in a downpour. Last Saturday, you had to hope for a
change in procedure, for it more
than rained on my football
game.
In a word, the Eagles had
nothing. Absolutely and plently
of it.There can be no excuse, not
the rain and not the foreign
playing surface-the grass. At the
end of the first quarter was sort
of comical. At the half, it was
serious business. By games end,
it was down right disheartening.
You'll be able to convince noone that Temple and Texas play
with the same deck ofcards. The
Owls are good, but not 34-7
good. Therefore, the Eagles
must be 7-34 bad. Contray to
beliefs derived after Texas, the
BC offensive unit is capable of
playing up to par with their
defensive friends.
Seriously, it was Boston
College's worst effort in recent
years, including all sports. Begin
with the Eagles' offense. The
lone score summed up the day
beautifully; Keith Barnette's
face mask, two centimeters over
the line for six plus the bonus.
Back in the lockerroom, at

'

about 3:45, was the BC plan of
attack on the blackboard, fresh
and unnoticed, and extremely
untouched. Outside in the rain,
shredded eagle feathers,
scattered from their own devised
make-shift 'Snap, Crackle, Pop'
offense
It worked very well. You
snap the ball, your offensive line
crackles and whoever's got the
ball, of course, gets popped.
We've had our share of the
cereal.
Temple must not have known
that Mike Esposito is an AllAmerican candidate, capable of
running circles around any
defense. But not yet so in
seventy-fo'. They even vame up
with a rude interception of an
attempted heroic.
And again the defense came
through with a stunning performance. For example, John
O'Leary beaten on a flag pattern
for a score. The same play you
used to run in front of your
house, 'Go down five, and I'll hit
you at the telephone pole.'
There's Jeff Stempel at the
phone pole hanging up another
six. Who feels worse, O'Leary
for getting beat, or Steve
Scialabba for putting O'Leary in
the game?
Then there's Joe Teklits, arms
embracing Mike Kruczek so
often that people began to talk.
This partially due to the mistiming of AI Krevis off the ball-

Temple quarterback Steve Joachim, stated Friday night at a Owl pep rally, "l\'e been waiting one year for this
game." Saturday he got his revenge. Photo by Rich Silver.

about five minutes off.
beyond the realms of reality. who wear the maroon and gold.
The Eagles do rate three stars. This past weekend's perfor- Hopefully, this isn't the shape of
First, Jim Walton, realizing it mance not only degrades the things to come. Lord knows its
can be detrimental to your job if quality of the East Indies but too early to be thinking hoops
you can't kick out of your own would make membership in the and hockey.
backyard.
Indy 500 questionable.
But what do you do when
Second, Alex MacLellan, an It was embaressing to witness, your flow won't go? What do
interception and a fumble but can't be half as bad to those you do then, my friend?
recovery and a ?ff improvement
over Texas.
Each student at BC pays a $25.00 Recreation fee to use the complex.
Third, Ken Ladd. He didn't
Ask
yourself.. .do you take advantageof this? Many students fail to do so.
play.
If
to use it as a release from mental and physical tension. There are
only
After Saturday, its possible several instructional classes that are open to all women and men of BC.
Texas will be the best effort of
the season. Navy now looks like
FENCING
WEDNESDAY 4?6
Red China and defeat at the
TUES. & THURS. 6?B
GYMNASTICS
hands of Holy Cross, William and
MODERN DANCE
MON. & TUES. 4?6
Mary, John and Alice and
HELD AT NEWTON QUONSET HUT
Graham Junior College is not
SWIMMING TO BE ANNOUNCED

SPORTS FOR FUN

Different Off The Field
BY TOM BRADY
Some people say that he goes
around tackling telephone poles.
Others say that he eats nails for
breakfast and cracks cinder blocks
with his head.
But don't believe it
Alex
MacLellan is just a nice "tough
guy." He only becomes viscious on
Saturday afternoons.
The 6'l", 1901b. captain of the
Eagles came to BC three years ago
from Hudson, Ohio. To people in
Ohio the AP or UPI ratings are
more important than any Gallup
Poll. People breathe football. The
latest scores buzz through small
coffee shops, fathers have their sons
equipped with a helmet and
shoulder pads when they learn to
crawl, stadiums are alwasy "peoplepolluted" and resemble something
like a mini Woodstock. So when
you are an All-Ohio selection in
high school it sure means
something;it means that you are awfully, awfully good.
And Mr. MacLellan is just that.

-

remarked Alex. "Once you let up
for a second you're not doing you're
job. Maybe it's just a case of getting
up for one team easier than another.
But down deepI know I'm up all the
time."
MacLeflan playing a position as

Than On

difficult as any other, outside
linebacker, is usually the cause of
the "oohs" and the "aahs" coming
from the onlookers. Alex's hits
usually result in the dazed ball
carrier getting a ride on the
stretcher or being quickly replaced.

FIGURE SKATING
FRI. 12?12:30 MCHUGH FORUM OCT. 18
It's fun to try some of these classes. .who knows, you might be the
future "Kathy Rigby" or "Mark Spitz."

.

At Hudson High, MacLellan
besides being an All-Ohio selection
and team MVP, he was an outstanding sprinter on the track team and
one of the best schoolboy wrestlers
in Ohio. This accounts for his
tremendous ability to react instantly

Consider this...Last season, his
junior year, Alex led the Eagles in
tackles with 122 and assists with 77.
One shy of an astonishing 200.
That averages out to 11.1 tackles
per game and 7.7 assested tackles.
No, folks, he was not tackling the
cheerleaders on the sidelines or the
reporters in the press box. Those
tackles came against the likes of
Miami, Texas A&M, Pittsburgh,
West Virginia.
"I play just as hard against one If there was en shining light in the BC loss at Temple Saturday, it was Alex MacLellan. As one
team as I do against another," of the four Eagle captains, he must now try and turn things around.
Photo by Rich Silver.

.
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to developing situation and his
strength to stop the likes of Woody
Thompson of Miami and the powerful Tony Dorsett of Pittsburgh.
MacLellan, an All-East selection
as a Junior last year, thinks that the
BC defense will be the best in his
years at Boston College. This years'
defensive unit has one thing that the
Eagles have lackedfor many a year:
Experience.
Sixteen letterman returned this
year. In addition to MacLellan. the
defense is bolstered with the likes
of Byron Hemingway, Paul Martin,
Pete Cronan, Brian Clemente and
Kenn Ladd. So although Alex is a
demon on the field he does not do it
alone.
"If one of us were to make a mistake," MacLellan pointed out, "we
know that someone else will cover
for us."
But seldom will you see "Big
Mack" make a mistake. To the
Eagles' opponents, he is The Saturday Spoiler.

BC Soccer
vs

Babson
TTiure. Oct. 3
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Juniors and Seniors
Order your Boston College
Class Rings in the Bookstore
October 1, 2, 3, 8, 9
from 9:30 to 4:00 in the Bookstore
$15 depositfor Christmas Delivery
Order now and beat the
January price increase

dieges &

clust

226 Public Street

Providence, R. I.
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Copper Leads Navy Against Eagles

nant force in the Middies offensive a versatile one with many of the
BY TOM CONLEY
The Naval Academy, coming off attack. Through the first two games starters, namely; Ed Jeter, Ward
its biggest "non-Army" football vic- this year, Cooper has ammassed 125 Hill, and Gene Ford able to play all
tory in seven years, will oppose yards in 30 attempts, or better than three backfield positions. This has
Boston College this Saturday after- four yards per carry. Joining long been the character of Navy
noon at Annapolis, Maryland. Cooper in the backfield is fullback, football and this year is no excepSparked by a tenacious defense and turned quarterback, turned tion.
Steve Dykes is the placekicker for
aided by a driving rain storm, the fullback, Bob Jackson. Jackson has
Midshipmen shocked the Nittany gained 111 yards in 29 carries and Navy and though erratic throughout
Lions of Perm State 7-6 two weeks threw the winning touchdown pass most of 1973, he seems to show conago. This win upped the Navy on an option play against Perm fidence so far this year. Strictly
speaking it was his extra point that
record to 2-0; the other victory be- State.
Running the Navy offensive show nailed the coffin shut on the Nittany
ing a 35-28 win over Virginia in
their opening contest. This means is quarterback Phil Poirier. In two Lions. Dykes has shown in the past
the first time since 1964 that the games, Poirier has attempted only that he has the ability to hit from
Midshipmen have won the first two 23 passes but has hit on ten of them beyond forth yards as evidenced by
for 148 yards and one touchdown. fiis 44-yarder against Army in
ballgames of their season.
For second-year coach George Not particularly noted for his run1973. Handling the punting chores
Welsh, this was an even greater ning potential, Poirier concentrates will be John Stufflebeem, who has
achievement because of the mainly on clever handoffs to his two averaged forty yards per boot in the
academy's inability to attract top- excellent backs. Robin Ameen has fourteen times he has been called
notch high school talent. This week, been the receiver on the end of most upon.
simply, Navy is not a terrible
To stop the Naval Academy is to stop Cleveland Cooper, the Midshipmen however, Welsh must lead his forces of Poirier's aerials, including the Put
winning strike against Perm State. strong ballclub, but, they are filled
team,
a
Boston
against
College
leading rusher the past two seasons.
whose coach sports a 5-1 lifetime The defense is anchored by Tim with that one essential intangible,
record against the Middies, in- Hardin and Skip Lend, the senior desire. To beat the Middies, Boston
cluding last year's 44-7 Eagle vic- defensive ends. Hardin was a College has got to play solid foottory at Chestnut Hill, the lone Navy regular throughout the 1973 season ball, especially in the early portions
victory during Coach Yukica's reign and uses quickness rather than of the game. The worst thing that
occurred in 1972, the last time the strength to bring down enemy could happen to the Eagles would be
two teams met in Maryland. The runners. Likewise, Lind and his to open up in a sloppy fashion at
score on that occassion read Navy back-up Mark Thorpe, though not Maryland, thus giving the
BY STU BAYUK
of the game.
big, have proven that they, too, can Midshipmen a psychological lift.
27 BC 20.
BC Water Polo opened the season
URI was far from out of the
The star of that Navy victory was knock heads with bigger offensive Desire alone cannot carry a team
with an impressive victory, downing game, as anyone who has ever seen sophomore
over an entire season, but it can
Cleveland Cooper. Now linemen.
the University of Rhode Island 9-1. a game in the complex knows, but in
a senior, Cooper is still the domiThe Middie defensive backfield is steal victories here and there.
It took a while for the New thirty seconds BC broke their backs
Englandrunnerups to get going, and as Donnelly and Gross scored on
(continuedfrom page S-l)
URI drew the first drop of blood assists from Pike and Hug respecwhen Motta scored unassisted in the tively. As the third period closed out
things that are not being done.
first period. But the first period Donnelly and Gross teamed up for
I refuse to quit on this team just
ended in a 1-1 tic when BC's Donny Kevin's fourth goal. In case you're year and the output that Gorman
yet though. (Maybe one reason is
Gross broke through the URI interested, four goals is far off the accounted for may not be missed
that on the same Saturday Notre
defense on a pass from Jim Eagles record of sixteen goalsin one that much. Specifically, two
Dame and Texas lost!) Last Saturforwards will be used instead of
McGuire.
game,held by Tom Gorden.
day might have been a fluke. It
It was in the second period that
would be a shame though, if that
Play became ragged in the final three, the extra man playing a short
four goals by Kevin Donnelly's period. The rookie Jay Mercer had point, high post type of position.
Heights Sports wishes to fluke has us spending bowl time at
This defense should help goalie apologize to coach'Joe Yukica and home.
sparked the team into steamrolling a hat trick as he scored on a flip
past the boys from southern Rhode from Steve Pike, his fourth assist, to Mike Quialey, who shone in nets his staffand players for two pictures
Can you play better, Boston
Island.
put BC up 9-2. In final two minutes against URI. Playing his angles, he that were run last week in Hieghts College? Prove it.
a
In the middle periods Kevin when BC had put in the reserves, gave the men from URI little to Sports. September 23. The pictures
Donnelly went to work with four URI put in two meaningless goals shout at. He must thank his and captions appearing on pgs. S2
goals as BC bolted past URI. Kevin to close the scoring. URl's play defensemen Steve Pike and Dick and S4 were repeats from an earlier
started off the second quarter with a deteriorated throughout the game as Hug, and his forwards for keeping issue but were due to errors beyond
goal on an assist from senior Steve they failed to hit open men in front the ball down the other end of the our control. No offense or ridicule
Hug. Then first year man Jay of the net and made illegal shots on pool.
was intended and we hope none was
Mercer put in a rebound, and quick- free throws.
taken.
ly came back to set up Donnelly
vs
If BC can keep this new plan of
Though he hasn't proved to be as
again. BC was out in front to stay, prolific a scorer, Kevin Donnelly defense inaction and make it work,
(continued from page S-3}
four to one. The half closed with the has taken up some of the slack left there should be no reason why the
teams trading goalsby Robertson of by Gorman. In addition, there is a team won't be back in the New backdrop they
as
went through their
URI and Jay Mercer's second goal new stress being put on defense this Englands' again this year.
June Taylor dancer calisthenics and
lofted an occasional ball on the
hockey field. Most of the problem,
though, was with the baseball team.
"We have to play looking up all
the time," said one girl, "for fear
we'll get hit with a ball."

Water Polo Opens Season
Down Rhode Island 9-2

-

We

Blew

It

.

BC Football

Navy

__

Sat Oct 5

I

Keith Barnett goes for a few yards up the middle before being tripped up. The official, much like the B C
rooters, preferred to look theother way. Photo by Rich Silver.
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HEIGHTS SPORTS

September 30, 1974

We challenge you
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tolasleand
compare!

Our standing challenge: taste and compare the good
old-time flavor of Pabst with any other beer. Once you
taste Blue Ribbon quality, you'll never go back to the
beer you were drinking. Take our challenge. We know
Blue Ribbon will come out the winner, every time.

Pabst Since 1844. The qualityhas always come through.
S Copyright,

1974. PABST BREWING COMPANY Milwaukee. Wis.. Peoria Heights, 111.. Newark. N.J.. Los Angeles. Calif., Pabst. Georgia.

